Channel 7 Port to Pub
with Hotel Rottnest
2021 Handbook

THANK-YOU TO OUR 2021 SPONSORS
A MESSAGE FROM OUR NAMING RIGHTS PARTNER,
CHANNEL 7 PERTH
Channel 7 Perth is the proud naming rights partner of the Port to Pub in 2021.
Channel 7 Perth enjoys a deep connection with local communities right across WA, and
supporting events like Port to Pub is our way of giving back to those who have supported
us over many years.
We wish all competitors this year a wonderful experience swimming across to Rottnest –
a bucket list item for so many swimmers. Channel 7 Perth is fielding an entire team in
2021, and we’ll be proud to see them cross the finish line as well.
Best of luck to you all and have a great day!

NAMING RIGHTS PARTNER:

PRESENTATION PARTNER:

PREMIUM PARTNERS:

PRESENTING PARTNERS:

SUPPLIER SPONSORS:

AFFILIATE SPONSORS:

From the Port to Pub team and our swimmers, we
thank and recognise our event partners. We will
continue to support you as you have supported us.

WELCOME FROM
THE PORT TO PUB
TEAM
Welcome to the 2021 edition of the Channel 7
Port to Pub with Hotel Rottnest race handbook.
In this book, you’ll find everything you need to
know about race day, and the lead up, so please
read it through and keep it close to hand.
As we near the 2021 Port to Pub on 20 March,
we feel so lucky to be hosting an event amidst
a worldwide pandemic, which, as you know,
shut down our event this time 12 months ago.
As we did then, we will again take all measures,
precautions, and advice to ensure we run a safe
event for all our participants, their supporters and
our staff and volunteers. We thank you all for your
support around last year’s forced cancellation,
and for signing up again to take on the challenge
to swim to Rottnest.
Western Australians have been fortunate to have
maintained access to the ocean and river during
times of lockdown and social distancing, and have
had the luxury of swimming in pools for most of the
last 10 months. COVID-19 has brought us together
as an even stronger swimming community. It has
given swimmers the desire to want to take on
challenges, set goals and compete in events more
than ever before. We see this through our event
numbers, and an increase in those stepping up for
our 25km ultra-marathon.

The Channel 7 Perth team is helping to bring you
an even better quality event, with a finish line
area you and your families will love. An exciting
addition to the 2021 event is our new partnership
with Telethon. Many of us have known Telethon
for years and its tireless work in our community
to make a better life for WA’s sick, disabled, and
disadvantaged kids and their families.
This year, we’ll be hosting the first ever Kids Swim
for Telethon - a 400m race at the finish line open to
kids aged 8-12 years. The proceeds of the race and
the kids’ fundraising efforts along the way will all go
to Telethon. Make sure you cheer them on!
Putting on the Port to Pub event requires a full
year of planning and organising. We would like to
recognise the efforts of our sponsors, authorities,
officials, staff, volunteers, family and friends who
lend us a hand every year to make sure the event
runs safely and smoothly, and is family friendly and
inclusive. We really try hard to make this an event
with the swimmers’ best interests in mind, to ensure
everyone receives the opportunities and accolades
they deserve, and to be treated like the champions
they are when they come up onto the beach on
Thomson Bay.
We wish you a safe and happy crossing, and we
can’t wait to see your big smiles over on Rottnest
and enjoying the celebrations at Hotel Rottnest.

The Port to Pub team
Ceinwen Roberts (President), Chris Letts
(Race Director), Jane Munday and Andy Roberts

Our naming rights sponsor, Channel
7 Perth, and our other incredible
sponsors, have shown their unwavering
support by returning this year to ensure
we run a world class, safe event.
© Clip Media Motion
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RACE DAY SCHEDULE
The Port to Pub committee encourages social distancing and COVID-safe practices on
event day at the start and finish line, and to adhere to the relevant rules at the Fremantle
Surf Lifesaving Club, Hotel Rottnest and other venues on the Island.

5:20am
Registrations open at Fremantle Surf Lifesaving Club. There is limited parking,
so please get dropped off. Register your team and pick up your timing strap.
Remember to register at least 30 minutes before your wave start time.

6:15am
Advance Australia Fair (Olivia Rock) and blessing ritual.

6:20am
First swim wave commences – 25km ultra-marathon swimmers. Every 10 minutes after
this time a new wave and category will depart (see table on next page).

7:10am
Final wave leaves the beach. Closure of start line.

10:30am
First swimmers expected to arrive at the finish line on Rottnest Island.

5:00pm
Event closes. All competitors still swimming will be asked to leave the water.

5:15pm
Presentations at Hotel Rottnest.

WAVE START TIMES
AND CAP COLOURS
Wave
number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Registration
closes

Start time

5:30am

6:00am

6:00am

6:30am

6:05am

6:35am

Cap colour

Category

Race no.

gold

Solo 25km
(male & female)

1 - 99

blue

Solo 19.7km
(male & female)

101 - 199

orange

South Cott
Physio Dream
Team vs
Subiaco Sports
Massage Steam
Team

601 - 799

West Coast
Owls vs
Dockers Old
Salts

6:10am

6:40am

green

Duo (male,
female &
mixed)

201 - 399

6:20am

6:50am

pink

Teams of 4
(mixed)

401 - 599

6:30am

7:00am

pink

Teams of 4
(male & female)

401 - 599

6:40am

7:10am

orange

Teams of 6
(male,female,
mixed)

601 - 799
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EXCLUSIVE OFFER
FOR ALL PORT TO PUB
PARTICIPANTS

Everyday Digital
$7 per week

$4.90 per week
for 12 weeks*

Premium website access to
thewest.com.au and all regional
websites
Digital editions of
The West Australian and
The Sunday Times, and selected
regional newspapers on all your
devices

Plus enjoy
subscriber exclusive
discounts, offers &
more with
West Rewards

Sat-Sun Home
Delivery + Everyday
Digital
$9 per week

$5.90 per week
for 12 weeks*

The Saturday edition of
The West Australian and
The Sunday Times home
delivered
Premium website access to
thewest.com.au and all regional
websites, and digital editions of
selected newspapers

Visit subscriber.thewest.com.au/porttopub or call
1800 811 855 and quote “PORTPUB”
*Valid for new subscribers only. Special offer will be charged as follows: Everyday Digital $4.90 per week for the first 12 weeks, after which subscription will continue at
the standard price of $7 per week. Weekend Papers Home Delivery + Digital $5.90 per week for the first 12 weeks, after which subscription will continue at the standard
price of $9. Offer ends midnight 31 March 2021. Existing subscribers or subscribers who have cancelled their subscription in the last 40 days are ineligible for introductory
offers. Offer is subject to our standard Subscription Terms and Conditions and Privacy Statement, found at https://subscriber.thewest.com.au/subscription-terms.

WA kids under 12
travel free*
Plus, there are rewards and
savings on things to do, each
time you visit Rottnest Island.

Join our Quokka Club today!
rottnestexpress.com.au

*Quokka Club members only. Terms and conditions apply.

Here at The Hub we immerse
ourselves with our clients.
For the Port to Pub team we
are at one with the ocean and
current on all things digital,
public relations, design, web
development and marketing.
We can turn the tide on your
next marketing campaign.
See you at the finish line!
thehub.net.au
No hubsters were harmed in the making of this advert.
TheHub_advert_porttopub.indd 1
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CHECKLIST
CHECKLIST
FOR THE
SUPPORT
- SWIMMERS,
SKIPPERFROM
& CREW
SWIMMERS
AT BOAT
THE START
LINE/STARTING
THE BEACH

⃞⃞ VHF Radio – on Channel 74 for the duration of the event.
⃞⃞ Personal flotation devices on board and other required safety equipment.
⃞⃞ Department of Transport skipper information.
⃞⃞ Flag/light/hat for paddler and/or swimmer, and on the boat so it’s easily identified by
swimmer and paddler. For solos, there will only be early light, so lights are required.
⃞⃞ Towels get really wet and heavy as you continue to dry yourself. Pack a chamois or a
microfiber/absorbent towel and a big warm jacket to wrap around you each rotation.
If you are a solo swimmer, have towels, emergency blankets and warm clothes on
the boat.
⃞⃞ Food and drinks – pack plenty for swimmers and crew! Swimmers, make sure it’s
labeled easily for support crew to know it’s your water or sports drink. Make sure you
have a food plan written out for your crew to follow.
⃞⃞ Medication you may require. Notify support crew of your medical needs.
⃞⃞ Stop watch – one that can measure your stroke rate is great! Otherwise, one support
crew should be in charge of your food stop timings.
⃞⃞ Spare goggles.
⃞⃞ Race tattoos – swimmers, put them on before applying sunscreen (if you are wearing
a wetsuit, put the sticker on your sleeve AND write your race number on your cap).
⃞⃞ Stingose/ice packs/antihistamines if you are prone to stinger reactions.
⃞⃞ Port to Pub handbook on board for the crew to refer to.
⃞⃞ Boat number stickers.
⃞⃞ Binoculars.
⃞⃞ First aid kit.
⃞⃞ Change of clothes for all swimmers – and crew - for the finish.
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CHECKLIST
FOR SWIMMERS AT THE START LINE/STARTING FROM THE BEACH

⃞⃞ Swim suit.
⃞⃞ Race tattoos - put them on before applying sunscreen
(if you are wearing a wetsuit, put the sticker on your
sleeve AND write your race number on your cap.)
⃞⃞ Timing strap.
⃞⃞ Suncream/Zinc.
⃞⃞ Goggles and spares.
⃞⃞ Port to Pub swim cap.
⃞⃞ Seasickness medication if required.
⃞⃞ Wool fat/Vasoline/Glide – available from pharmacies.
⃞⃞ Organise someone to drop you and your paddler at the
beach and to take your clothes.
⃞⃞ Water bottle – stay hydrated before, during and after
the race!
⃞⃞ Phone to contact boat and make sure your skipper
and support boat and paddler are on time – give your
phone and keys to your paddler to take to the boat.
A waterproof bag is recommended.
⃞⃞ Warm clothes for before the event.
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CHECKLIST
FOR PADDLERS

⃞⃞ Make sure you have discussed with your swimmer which
side they would prefer you to paddle on, any hand
signals you will use.
⃞⃞ Bright clothing/lights/hat to help the swimmer and the
boat identify the paddler – please NO helium balloons.
⃞⃞ Sunglasses with a strap.
⃞⃞ Hat and sun cream (put cream on your feet!).
⃞⃞ Water bottle.
⃞⃞ Wetsuit/rash vest (it can be cold at the start especially
if you fall in).
⃞⃞ Wearing a personal flotation device is strongly
recommended. From 2022, it will be mandatory for
paddlers to wear a PFD. Carrying a PFD on board the
support boat is mandatory.
⃞⃞ 2 x race number stickers for each side of the kayak.
⃞⃞ Water tight bag to transport valuables such as keys and
phone to take to the boat.
⃞⃞ The Department of Transport Marine Safety Section has
exempted paddlers from carrying safety equipment in
the 2021 Port to Pub.
⃞⃞ Paddler wrist band for entry into the swimmer recovery
area at Hotel Rottnest. You will have two of these
per pack.
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PROUDLY SUPPORTING YOU
We wish all involved in this iconic and uniquely Western Australian
event the best of luck for a successful crossing.
If your organisation finds itself with a legal challenge, we would be
proud to support you.
K&L Gates LLP. Global counsel across five continents. Learn more at klgates.com.
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EVENT PARKING,
SKIPPER & SWIMMER
DROP-OFF
SWIMMERS
Event parking is extremely limited – we advise
swimmers and paddlers be dropped off at the event.
There are public carparks to the north and south of
Fremantle Surf Lifesaving Club. Traffic management
will be in place to direct you on the day.
Swimmers must not be dropped by support boats
at Leighton Beach. Swimmers should be in contact
with their support craft to ensure the boats are in
the holding area ~ 45 minutes before their swimmer’s
allocated wave start time.
PADDLERS
FROM 5:30AM: SKI DROP OFF AREA
Paddlers, please drop your skis off at the Middle
car park south of Fremantle Surf Lifesaving Club,
between Coast Port Beach and Vlamingh Parkland.
Paddlers must not be dropped by support boats
within 1000m of the beach.
SWIMMER REGISTRATION, SIGN-ON AND
START CHANNEL
All solo swimmers, and duo and team starting
swimmers must present themselves for registration
at Fremantle Surf Lifesaving Club. Check your
wave start time and make sure you register in time.
Registrations will close 30 minutes before your
wave start.
Your coloured swimming cap is included in your
registration pack.

© Clip Media Motion

CATEGORIES
1. AUSTRAL FISHERIES - 25km ultra-marathon
2. THE WEST AUSTRALIAN - 19.7km solo
3. ROTTNEST EXPRESS DUO
4. KC AUSTRALIA TEAMS OF FOUR
5. KC AUSTRALIA TEAMS OF SIX
The Port to Pub has the following age group
categories for competing duos and teams. Your
age group is calculated on the MEAN age of all
participants.

CATEGORY

MEAN AGE OF
PARTICIPANTS

JUVIES

14 - 17

INVICIBLES

18 - 29

PRIME

30 - 39

When called by the announcer, make sure your
timing strap is on, walk in to the swimmers’
enclosure and over the timing mat. The swim will
now be registered as a confirmed starter. You need
to do the same at the end of the race to get
a finishing time, so you MUST keep your timing
strap on.

VINTAGE

40 - 49

VETERANS

50 - 59

LEGENDS

60 +

The start of each wave will be signalled by the
sound of a loud shipping bell. The event announcer
will commence the countdown to start five minutes
before each wave.

ASSISTED for any of
the above and the
solo 19.7km. The
25km swim cannot
be an assisted swim.

Wetsuit only.
Not classed as a
ratified Channel swim.
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IMPORTANT
INFORMATION
SWIMMER SAFETY AND CUT OFF TIMES
Cut–off times have been set along the course. All swimmers
that do not meet the cut-off times, including solos, will
be immediately disqualified from the race. Swimmers can
choose to return to the mainland, or continue to Rottnest
Island. These times have been set in the best interests
of the health and safety of swimmers.
If instructed by Race Officials, swimmers must leave the
water and return to their support vessel.

SWIMMER CUT-OFF TIMES - 19.7km DIRECT COURSE
AND 25km ULTRA-MARATHON [pink]
LOCATION

MARKER BUOY/S

CUT-OFF TIMES

1.5km [6.5km]

TAMS Tugboat

8.50am

4km [9km]

Orange

10.00am

Yellow

11.00am

10km [15km]

Orange

12.45pm

15km [20km]

Yellow

2.40pm

18km [23km]

Orange

4.15pm

19km [24km]

Yellow

4.45pm

Finish Line

Rottnest Island

5.00pm

Gage Roads (E)

7km [12km]
Gage Roads (E)
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RACE OFFICIAL VESSELS

WITHDRAWING FROM THE EVENT

The Race Officials’ boats will be identified with
bright yellow “Official” signage. Any direction from
a Race Official must be strictly followed at all times.
Boat skippers are in charge of their boats, and risk
on-the-spot fines from the Department of Transport
for not following instructions. Race Officials’
decisions are final.

If you withdraw during the event you must notify
the Race Director (via Channel 74) of your team
number and importantly where you are going –
mainland or Rottnest Island – so you are accounted
for. You must return your timing strap to blueChip
Timing. Please use the Port to Pub MapSwim App
to notify Port to Pub of your withdrawal.

© Clip Media Motion

STAY ON COURSE
Please remain as close to the designated course
rhumb line (most direct course). Vessels straying
too far from the course will be advised by officials
to return to the course.
INSURANCE
The event has a public liability policy that covers
the event. The Race Committee does not accept
liability for personal or property damage resulting
from your participation in the event. We strongly
recommend that all participants ensure that they
are adequately insured for the risks present on the
day of the event.
JOINING FREMANTLE SEA RESCUE

EVENT CANCELLATION
The event is dependent on weather conditions.
The Race Committee has the responsibility to cancel
the event if adverse weather conditions occur. All
participants will be notified of a cancellation, and
no swimmer or team is to disregard this decision.
No refunds will be issued if the event is cancelled,
however, all swimmers will be given the right to
compete in the following year’s event. In the event
of a cancellation, swimmers will be notified of
cancellation of the event through their skipper who
will receive an SMS on the morning of the swim and
notified by organisers via VHF Channel 74. Updates
will go out via social media channels. The event
commentator will also broadcast any cancellation
of the event.

We recommend all skippers participating in the
Port to Pub register with Fremantle Sea Rescue,
which is operating search and rescue for the event.
Fremantle Sea Rescue will add all skipper and boat
details into its database. On the day it means it
is able to locate missing or troubled vessels (and
therefore crew) much more easily and quickly. It will
then quickly have to hand skipper contact details
and other information as well.

© Clip Media Motion

WEATHER-RATING INFORMATION
A variety of measures on weather forecasts is used
to help determine whether the event is safe to start
or continue, in consultation with the Bureau
of Meteorology, Fremantle Sea Rescue, and
Water Police.
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PORT TO PUB APP
SWIM TRACKER APP - IPHONE AND
ANDROID CAPABLE
Western Australian open water swimmer and
Rottnest Channel crossing veteran, Andrew Hunt,
developed the MapSwim app for Port to Pub
swimmers and spectators to follow their progress
and that of others. Spectators will be able to key
in their team’s race number to see where they are
on the field, and where they are coming in their
category, as well as pace.
With the app’s Skipper Check-In feature, skippers
can register their contact details within the app,
check-in at the start of the event, report their
location during the event and check-out at the end
of the event. This information can help the event
organisers to keep track of all of the boats during
the event.
iOS APP
Download the Port to Pub app from the iPhone App
Store MapSwim app
https://apps.apple.com/au/app/mapswim/
id600020356
ANDROID DELTA
To download the Port to Pub app, you need a
“Get it On Google Play” Badge as described here
https://play.google.com/intl/en_us/badges/
Download at this link https://play.google.com/store/
apps/details?id=com.mapimagery.porttopub
BASIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR BOTH DEVICES
1. Run the Port to Pub app. You will see the
dashboard page, which has useful information
for your crew including how far you are from the
start and finish of the swim. If you are sharing
your location (instructions below) the time you
last shared your location will be shown at the
bottom left of this page.
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2. The Map page shows a map of the area
between Leighton and Rottnest with swimmer
icons, colour coded for the different categories.
You can see where the other swimmers are, and
if you are sharing your location, you can check
that your location is reaching the map. Normally
the map should automatically refresh, but if it
doesn’t you can press the Refresh button to
fetch the latest swimmer positions. To move the
map to your current location, and track your
movements, you can press the arrow icon at
the top left.
3. The options page is where you can configure
your swimmer details, and switch ON and OFF
sharing your location.
4. If you are a swimmer (or swimmers crew) and
want to share your location, configure the
settings as follows:
a. Enter your swimmer (or team) number. Do
not enter anything else here or it will not
work. Just your number (e.g. 0045, or 0126,
or 0056 etc). Note if you don’t have a
swimmer number but desperately want to
test the system, then please use one of the
test swimmer numbers in the range
0700 to 0800.
b. Choose your swimmer or team type.
c. Enter your team name or your name if you
are a solo.
d. Choose a sharing frequency
(1 minute is a good default).
e. Switch Sharing ON to start sharing your
location.
5. The Port to Pub app should now share your
location with other Port to Pub apps whenever
the Sharing is switched to ON and the phone
has a phone signal.
6. You should check that you can see a swimmer
icon with your number on it at your current
location on the map page. You should also
check on another device (eg: iPhone or iPad)
that you can see the same swimmer icon.
7. After testing that the tracking works, you can
switch sharing to OFF, and then instruct your
crew on how it works. On the day of your
swim, your crew can switch sharing ON at the
beginning of the swim, and switch it OFF at the
end. Also monitor whether it is working either
by checking the map page in the app, or asking
someone with another copy of the app to see if
they can see your location.

NB:
• You can answer incoming calls, and the app will
keep transmitting. You can also run other apps and
the app will keep transmitting.
• You do not need to leave the screen running, you
can press the button on the top of your iPhone to
save battery life and the app will continue to send
location updates.
• The Port to Pub app is optimised to minimise the
use of power, but it still uses more power than if
you don’t have the app running.
• In testing with a full battery charge the phone has
lasted for up to 12 hours. However, if possible,
use a source of extra power, like an iPhone battery
extender, or if your boat has a 12V power source,
a car charger to top up the power during the swim.
• Also remember to switch sharing OFF at the end
of the swim so that the app will stop sending your
location to the web page and stop using your
phone’s battery.
SKIPPER CHECK-IN FEATURE
The app allows race skippers to register their
contact details within the app, check-in at the start
of the event, report their location during the event
and check-out at the end of the event.
This information can help the event organisers to
keep track of all of the boats during the event.
ADDITIONAL PORT TO PUB APP INSTRUCTIONS
FOR SKIPPERS
•

Before the event register your name, mobile
and boat details via the Skipper section on the
options page of the Port to Pub app. Note you
will also have to enter your swimmer/s details
and enable location sharing on your device as
part of this process.

•

At the start of the event, check-in via the
Skipper’s check-in button on the options page
of the app. This will send your details and
current location to the platform, where it can
be viewed by the organisers of the event.

•

During the event you can optionally report your
location via the Report Location button on the
options page. Note that if you are sharing your
location (via the location sharing feature of the
app) your location should automatically get sent
to the platform. However, when you report your
location via the Report Location button, you will
receive confirmation that your location has been
received by the platform.

•

At the end of the event (when your swimmer
has completed or withdrawn from the event)
you should check out via the Check-out button
on the options page. This will be sent to the
platform and should be visible to the organisers
of the event.

Warning and Disclaimer
Note that the Port to Pub app is intended to augment
(and not replace) the other communication channels that
have been set up for the event. Please follow the other
procedures including marine radio protocols as instructed
at the event briefing and in the event booklet.
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Your innovative marine
support and harbour
services partner
Supporting local communities
from Fremantle, Onslow, Dampier,
Port Hedland, Broome, Gladstone,
Cairns and Papua New Guinea.

We provide:
• Port & logistics support

• Dredging

• Harbour & terminal towage

• Ropes and moorings

• Commercial diving

• Marine manning

• Marine construction

• Marine plant & vessel hire

• Offshore support

Tangelo Creative / TAM6541

Proudly WA owned and
operated since 1999.

+61 8 9430 5889
tamsgroup.com.au
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PORT TO PUB
EVENT RULES
APPLIES TO THE PORT TO PUB SWIM AND THE
25KM ULTRA-MARATHON
1. FINA Rules for open water swimming apply to the
19.7km and 25km ultra-marathon, in regards to swim
suits, feeding and drafting. FINA rules may change
from time to time. It is the responsibility of each
swimmer to ensure compliance.
2. Solos (19.7km only), duos, teams of 4 and teams of
6 categories may swim with assistance (wetsuit),
but will not be recorded as ratified swims, and are
not eligible for Port to Pub or RCS number plates,
or prizes.
3. Registrations close 30 minutes prior to your
wave start. If you are not registered by this time you
will not be permitted to start the race. Each solo
swimmer and one swimmer from each duo or team
will collect their timing band to be worn on the left
ankle for the entire duration of the race.
4. All solo swimmers (19.7km and 25km ultra-marathon)
must have completed a 10km open water swim in
less than 4 hours 15 minutes within a two-year time
frame prior to the event date, or have completed
solo Rottnest Channel crossing (Port to Pub or
Rottnest Channel Swim) or similar distance swim
in the last two years to enter. Solo swimmers must
show evidence of a qualifying swim in their
registration form.
5. The minimum age of all swimmers at the date of the
swim is 13 years, in accordance with WA Swimming
and Swimming Australia rules.
a. 13-year-olds can only compete in duo and
team events of the Port to Pub, and must
have parental or guardian consent to take
part in the event found in the waiver section
of the registration form, and on the Port to
Pub website.
b. Solo swimmers must be at least 14 years old,
and have parental or guardian consent to
take part in the event.
c. All swimmers under 18 years of age must
have parent or guardian consent to
participate in the event. All solo swimmers
must have completed the qualifying standards.
6. Swimmers and paddlers must be accompanied by
a support boat. For 19.7km swimmers, a paddler is
recommended, but is not compulsory. For 25km
ultra-marathon swimmers, a paddler is compulsory.
Stand up paddle boards are not allowed.
7. All swimmers must have their race number on their
arms for the event. Number tattoos are provided
through your registration in your competitor bags
received at the briefing event.

8. You must be officially registered to swim the Port to
Pub and 25km ultra-marathon swims. Failure to
adhere to this rule, will result in a two-year ban from
the event.
9. Swimmers are required to wear a timing strap.
They must cross over the timing mat and enter the
swimmers starting chute for the timing strap to
register. Swimmers must also cross over the finish line
mat to register the official swim time. Timing straps
must be handed over at the end of the race, or posted
back to blueChip Timing if you do not make it to the
finish line, or you will incur a fee to replace it.
10. Swimmers must wear their dedicated Port to Pub
swim cap at all times throughout the event.
11. Artificial propulsion devices are not to be used, nor
any flotation devices. Gloves and socks including, but
not limited to, compression socks are not to be worn.
12. Swimmers are not permitted to receive any form
of assistance during the swim, including drafting or
holding on to an escort boat or another swimmer. This
applies to the active swimmer of a duo and team, and
all solo swimmers.
13. The Port to Pub swim will have two categories of
swimmers: UNASSISTED and ASSISTED.

UNASSISTED CATEGORY
Swimsuits must comply with FINA’s Open Water
Swimming Rules. FINA states that a complying suit:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Is of a woven textile material
Does not cover the neck
Does not extend beyond the shoulders or ankles
Does not have a zip or other fastening system

A list of approved swimsuits can be found on the FINA
website. It is the swimmer’s responsibility to ensure their
swimsuit complies with FINA rules.
SWIMMERS MAY NOT:
a. Wear any item with neoprene or any other
buoyant material
b. Wear anything not within the FINA rules or within the
Port to Pub exemptions
c. Wear various types of inner or outer ear headphones
SWIMMERS MAY:
a. Wear two suits as long one suit only comprises of
a brief or bikini
b. Use Wool Fat/Lanolin/Vasoline
c. Wear goggles
d. Wear a nose clip
e. Wear two caps as long as the outer cap is the Port to
Pub cap to show swimmers category
f. Wear ear plugs
g. Wear a rash vest
h. Wear a watch
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ASSISTED CATEGORY

a. Wetsuits must be no thicker than 5mm
b. Race numbers must be written on race swim cap
c. All of the components of the wetsuit must fit the
swimmer’s body tightly
d. May wear a brief or bikini underneath the wetsuit
e. May use Wool Fat/Lanolin/Vasoline
f. May wear goggles
g. May wear two caps as long as outer cap is the Port
to Pub category cap
h. May wear a nose clip
i. May wear ear plugs
j. May wear a watch
k. If only one team member wears a wetsuit, the team
is still categorised as ASSISTED
l. Solo swimmers that swim with a wetsuit will be
recorded in the ASSISTED SOLO category
m. ASSISTED swimmers will not be competing against
UNASSISTED for prizes and/or records. They will
not be eligible for Port to Pub or RCS number
plates. 25km swimmers are not allowed to register
as Assited. Assisted teams are not eligible to
compete in the K&L Gates Corporate Cup.
n. To enter and compete in the K&L Gates Corporate
Cup, there must be at least one swimmer in the
team that is an employee of the organisation being
represented.

14. Each swimmer has indemnified Port to Pub Pty Ltd,
the Port to Pub committee, Department of Transport,
Fremantle Port Authority, Fremantle Volunteer Sea
Rescue, Rottnest Island Authority, Fremantle Surf
Lifesaving Club, City of Perth Surf Life Saving Club
and their officers and swim officials against any claim
for damages or injury arising from conduct of the swim.
15. Participation in these events is voluntary and the
organisation’s officials or volunteers can accept no
liability on the day of the Port to Pub swim.
16. Swimmers must complete sections of the event in
specific times (refer to cut-off times). If solo, duo
or team swimmers have not reached the stipulated
distances within the time limit; they must leave the
water and travel by their support boat to the finish or
back to the mainland. Those who don’t meet specified
cut-off times will be disqualified from the event
immediately.
17. The start of the event will be signalled by bell or
other starting device. Count-down to the start will
commence 5 minutes before the allocated time by the
event starter. It is the responsibility of the swimmer to
ensure their support boat is on time.
18. Swimmers will swim alone in the starting channel for
the first 500 metres. They must meet their paddler
around the 500m buoy and may then continue to the
1000 metre buoy where they meet their support boat.
19. No duo or team member swimmer changeovers
are to take place in the first 1000 metres for safety
reasons unless the swimmer is in distress and requires
assistance.
20. During swimmer changeover, swimmers will tag at
least 10 metres from the support boat in a visible
manner (above water surface).
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21. In the case of a shark sighting, the support boat
skipper MUST report the sighting immediately to race
radio on Channel 74. Once ratified, the Race Director
will instruct all swimmers in a designated (1km) radius
of the sighting to exit the water. Vessels are to remain
in their location until the Race Director advises it is
safe for swimmers and paddlers in that zone to reenter the water and continue with the event without
disqualification. Solo swimmers, you can remain in
the water but do so at your own risk. If you leave
the water, your swim will be regarded as abandoned
/ aborted in line with FINA rules and will not be
recorded as an official solo crossing. If you choose
to stay in the water, you and your support boat must
remain stationary until the Race Director declares the
zone clear and the race back underway.
22. There is no set swimming time or order for team
swimmers, although Port to Pub recommends at least
1-2 minutes of swimming before changeover for safety
reasons and to reduce the risk of injury.
23. Swimmers must enter Thomson Bay between the
18km orange buoy and Phillip Rock.
24. Any protest regarding competitors conduct or race
rules must be lodged in writing to the Race Director
by 4:00pm on race day. A decision will be made by
the committee in accordance to the Port to Pub event
rules, based on any evidence given and the judgment
of the officials.
25. The event strictly closes at 5:00pm. All swimmers
must be through the finish line, or will be recorded
as a DNF. All competitors in the water are required
to leave the water immediately. All services will cease
once all swimmers and crew are accounted for.
SUPPORT VESSELS/SKIPPERS
26. On the event day, skippers must have a working VHF
Radio tuned to channel 74 and also have a registered
mobile phone number with Port to Pub to allow
officials to contact them during the event if required.
27. It is recommended support vessels be 5-12 metres in
length, the support vessel needs to make allowances
for a skipper, paddler, water craft, spotter, support
crew, swimmer/s. Vessels of 10m and over are
required to stay south of the channel and of the main
fleet. Tenders should be 3.1 metres or less in size with
a motor not exceeding 5hp. Anything over that size is
required to be registered. Tenders also need to carry
necessary safety equipment, including a marine radio.
It is the skipper’s responsibility to make themselves
aware of the regulations and requirements related to
travelling to Rottnest Island. (See www.dot.wa.gov.au)
28. Support boats MUST NOT make way astern. This
means they must not move backwards. To avoid
danger (to a vessel, a swimmer, a paddler, etc.) a
skipper is permitted to use astern (reverse) thrust
– BUT ONLY TO STOP OR SLOW THE VESSEL’S
FORWARD WAY. The vessel MUST NOT make way
astern (i.e. move backwards) under any circumstances.
If you need to stop or slow the vessel’s forward way,
they must ensure it is safe to do so (i.e. no swimmer or
paddler immediately behind the vessel).

29. For solos swimmers, a support vessel may support two
swimmers but must comply with the following rules:
a. Swimmers need to swim in close proximity to each
other and at a similar pace – proximity is no greater
than 20 metres in distance.
b. Each swimmer must have its own paddler. You
must stay with the slowest swimmer, and swimmers
must be aware this could affect their overall race
time. Each swimmer must have a paddler alongside
them for the whole race.
c. If a swimmer is injured or needs assistance, both
swimmers must stop. The other swimmer must
stay and tread water until the boat is able to
proceed or withdraw from the event due to the
support boat requiring action to render the solo
swimmer medical assistance.
30. Support vessels must display race number stickers
supplied in the briefing pack. All vessels are to be
registered in accordance with Navigable Waters
Regulations 1958 and carry all required equipment to
make a successful journey to Rottnest Island and back
to Perth mainland.
31. All boats need to keep within an 8-knot speed limit
and stay ~10 metres from their (slowest swimmer
if supporting two solo swimmers) swimmer. Boats
withdrawing from the event must be at least 200
metres from the race channel and main fleet before
increasing speed past 8 knots.
32. Vessels with single propellers must be in neutral
when picking up and taking a swimmer on board, and
support boats must not back up to pick up a swimmer.
The swimmer must be on the windward or weather
side of the boat. An extra lookout must be positioned
at the transom (back) of the boat if the boat driver is
unsighted when picking up a swimmer.
33. Vessels with twin outboard motors must ensure their
engines are switched off entirely during swimmer
exchange.
34. Swimmers and escort craft shall give way to
commercial shipping. All swimmers who have not
passed the east point of the shipping channel by
10.00am will be disqualified from the event.
35. The Fremantle Port Authority’s commercial shipping
channel (Gage Roads) will be open during the event.
The Port to Pub Communications Base will advise
support craft of commercial vessels expected to pass
through the field. The Port is the controlling authority
for vessels travelling through the field.
36. If a commercial vessel crosses the race course, an
official boat will order the swimmers to stop and tread
water until the danger has passed and continue the
event. Swimmers will not be disqualified.
37. All competitors must cross the Fremantle Port’s
commercial swimming channel (Gage Roads) by
11:00am. The Port to Pub Communications Base will
radio a warning ahead of time, and broadcast this
alert at 10:45am. Failure to cross Gage Roads in time
will require the swimmer to leave the water and board
their support boat and exit the event.

38. Support boats must assemble in clearly designated
holding areas to the north and south of the swim
channel. Support boat skippers will be notified just
prior to their swimmer wave by VHF Channel 74 and
will proceed to join up with swimmer at the 1000
metre mark. Swimmers and paddlers cannot be
dropped off at the start line by their support boat.
Please note the 1000m from the start line is a support
boat exclusion zone.
39. If a swimmer is unaccompanied by their support boat
at the 1500 metre mark (TAMS tug boat), they are
instructed to swim to the moored TAMS tug boat and
tread water. Port to Pub staff will contact swim base to
notify them of your location and that you are awaiting
support vessel. Swimmers may re-enter the event on
the arrival of their support boat. Swimmers may tread
water for 20 minutes and, if no support boat arrives
the swimmer must withdraw from the event and return
to the beach.
40. If a support boat has not located its swimmer by the
1500 metre boat, the boat skipper must advise Swim
Base by marine radio (VHF CH74) and await further
instructions.
41. No alcohol is to be consumed during the event by
swimmers or support crew.
42. Support boats are not permitted within the final 600
metres.
43. If a solo or team swimmer is disqualified by an official,
the swimmer/s MUST exit the water and the support
boat MUST transport the swimmer/s to land. Once
disqualified, swimmers are not protected by safety
resources.
PADDLERS
44. Paddlers must display race number stickers supplied
in briefing pack on the front.
45. Support paddlers are to assemble at the buoys 500
metres offshore five minutes prior to wave start.
46. Paddlers will exit at the final 400 metre mark unless
supporting a 19.7km or 25km solo swimmer, whereby
you are required to support that swimmer to shore.
47. Paddlers must not proceed beyond the 1500 metre
mark (TAMS Tug Boat) without their support vessel
and swimmer.
48. Paddlers are recommended to wear a PFD during the
event. NB: this will become compulsory from the 2022
under a WA Department of Transport directive.
49. Unofficial drone usage is not permitted on the Port to
Pub event course.
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NO BOATS WITHIN 1KM

250m Ultra Marathon
Paddler
holding area

1500m TAMS Tugboat
[No swimmers past
1500m TAMS Icon Vessel
without support boat]

NO BOATS WITHIN 1KM

© Clip Media Motion

THE TWO RACE
COURSES
START CHANNEL
SUPPORT BOAT HOLDING AREAS
1. Prior to the start of their swimmers’ wave,
the support boat will be required to wait in
a holding area, north and south of swimming
exclusion channel.
2. Support boats must not approach their
swimmers within a distance of 1000m of the
mainland.
3. North will be 600 metres north of the start
channel (adjacent railway pedestrian bridge).
4. South will be 600 metres south of the start
channel adjacent the (Coast Port Beach
restaurant).
5. Support boats may choose which holding area
to wait in, and should be in position waiting to
enter either north or south of the holding area,
45 minutes before their swimmer’s allocated
wave start time.
6. The support boats must have their marine radios
on and tuned to VHF channel 74. The boat
coordinator will call support boats to the front
of the holding area 15 minutes before each
swim wave’s start time.
7. Race Official boats will patrol along the holding
areas to ensure support boats maintain position
behind the buoys.
SUPPORT BOAT
After moving to the front of the holding area as
directed by the boat coordinator on VHF channel 74,
the boat coordinator will advise the support boat to
move from the front of the holding area to the start
channel.

25km ultra-marathon skippers need to plan with
their swimmer the approximate time it will take
for the swimmer to complete the 5km loop, and
to reach the 1000m from shore buoys (two green
buoys).
Skippers should plan to arrive in a holding zone 45
minutes before their swimmer is expected to arrive
at the 1000m from shore collection point (two green
buoys).
MISPLACED (UNACCOMPANIED) SWIMMER
A large tugboat (TAMS Tugboat) will be anchored
at the 1500 metre mark. Unaccompanied swimmers
must swim to the TAMS Tugboat, tread water and
must not go beyond the 1500 metre vessel.

Support boats moving from the holding area to start
channel should avoid mixing with the previous wave
support boats leaving the start channel area.

If the swimmer has not been joined by their support
boat after 20 minutes, they will be returned to
Leighton Beach.

Support boats may only meet up with their swimmer
after the 1000 metre buoys (two green buoys).

Once the support boat has been located, swimmers
and paddlers may proceed beyond the TAMS
Tugboat. No duo or team member swimmer
changeovers are to take place in the first 1000
metres for safety reasons.

Unaccompanied swimmers must not proceed
beyond the 1500 metre TAMS Tugboat.
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31 59.706 S
115 34.319 E
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115 33.024 E
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GPS location are approximate and should only be used as a guide.

NOTE: This map is not to scale and is for indicative purposes only. It should
not be used for marine navigation purposes.
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4km
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4km [9km]
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TAMS Tugboat

1.5km [6.5km]
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Marker Buoys

32 00.938 S
115 40.505 E

32 00.389 S
115 38.695 E
32 00.601 S
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Location

32 01.275 S
115 42.369 E

5.00pm

4.45pm

4.15pm

2.40pm

12.45pm

11.15am

10.00am

8.50am

[2.61km]

32 00.240 S
115 44.913 E
32 01.723 S
115 44.854 E

Start line

DIRECT COURSE LEIGHTON BEACH
TO ROTTNEST
Swimmers will head north for 2.62km staying
on the western side of the course until the large
‘ultra-marathon 2.62km turn buoy 2’ (pink buoy).
Competitors will make a 180-degree clockwise turn
and return to the south for 2.62km staying on the
eastern side of the course until the ‘ultra-marathon
turn buoy 1&3’ (pink buoy). Competitors make a
90-degree clockwise turn and proceed along the
direct course to the finish line at Hotel Rottnest.

CHANNEL BUOYS FOR THE DIRECT COUSES
(refer to full course map)
Buoys will be placed at the 4km, 7km, 10km, 11km,
12km, 13km, 14km, 15km, 16km and 17km marking
the most direct course line.
There will also be red coloured buoys to the north
of the rhumb line at the 10km, 14km, 17km marks.
Swimmers must remain south of these buoys.

CHANNEL BUOYS FOR THE 25KM
ULTRA-MARATHON COURSE (refer to full course map)

Buoys will be placed at the 9km, 12km, 15km, 16km,
17km, 18km, 19km, 20km, 21km, and up until the
22km marking the most direct course line. The final
3km of marker buoys are shown in the map of the
finishing channel below.

Ultra-marathon swimmers will swim out to the
‘ultra-marathon turn-buoy 1&3’ (pink buoy) and make
a 90 degrees clockwise turn.

There are buoys (red) placed north of the rhumb line
at 15km, 19km, 22km marks. Swimmers must remain
south of these buoys at all times.

25km ULTRA-MARATHON COURSE

19.7 km course

25 km course

Buoy Colour

START

Latitude

Longitude

32 01.723 S

115 44.854 E

2.62km turn buoy 2

Pink

32 00.272 S

115 44.908 E

4km

9km

Orange
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10km North
Boundary

Red
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115 36.778 E

14km
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32 00.151 S

115 36.157 E
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Boundary
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31 59.992 S
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Yellow

32 00.038 S
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Orange

31 59.925 S

115 34.915 E
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Yellow

31 59.812 S

115 34.294 E

17km North Boundary

17km North
Boundary

Red
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115 34.319 E

18km
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Orange
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115 33.659 E

19km buoys
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Yellow
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115 33.024 E
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115 32.555 E
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ROTTNEST ISLAND APPROACH
FINISH CHANNEL BUOYS
(18km/23km Buoy, Phillip Rock) A large (orange) buoy will be set adjacent to Phillip Rock
to form a gate and mark the northern boundary (NB: this is not the rhumb line)
at approximate, Latitude 31 59.811 S, Longitude 115 33.659 E. The cut-off time for this
location is 4:15pm.
(18.2km, 18.4km, 18.6km, 18.8km buoys): Pink markers buoys indicate the rhumb line
every 200m to intersect the 19km Gate (2 x yellow buoys).
(19km/24km gate): Two large (yellow) buoys marked (19km/24km [No Boats]) is set to
form a target for swimmers to pass through. All duo and team members may enter the
water and continue together at this point.
All support boats must depart from their swimmer(s) once they have reached this point
and peel off either to the north or south of the finish channel and allow the swimmer(s)
to continue with their paddler. The cut off time for this location is 4:45pm.
(19.1km, 19.2km buoys): Between the 19km gate and the final 400m Swim Channel,
there are directional pink marker buoys at 19.1km and 19.2km. Once the swimmers
pass through the directional marker buoys, they will reach the entrance to the final
400m swim channel.
(Final 400m swim channel): A gate formed by the two large billboards will form
a gate to mark the start of the 400-metre swim channel, all swimmers must pass
through. Paddlers will exit at the final 400 metre mark, unless you are supporting a
swimmer within the 25km solo category or the 19.7km solo category, in which case,
you are required to support that swimmer to shore.
Swimmers must swim between the marked float lines for the last 400 metres.
Swimmers should be careful through the mooring area and throughout Thomson Bay.
Paddlers must return craft to boat or drag craft to a safe spot high up onto the beach
to collect. Boats are to drop off support crew who wish to stay on the Island at the fuel
jetty, and then moor or return to Perth.
Swimmers, support crew and paddlers should organise a spot to meet once the race
is complete.
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WE’RE SUPPORTING
TELETHON!
© Clip Media Motion

We are so pleased to have Telethon as our official
2021 charity partner. Generations of Western
Australians have grown up with Telethon, which
raised $46.3 million in the 2020 Channel 7 Telethon
event.
Telethon raises money for medical research into
childhood diseases, equipment for children in
hospital, critical services for children with disabilities,
and life-changing opportunities for disadvantaged
children.
Some of you are swimming and fundraising for
Telethon, and many of you have donated through the
registration process. Thank you so much!
Our 2021 feature artwork by Genevieve
Montgomerie will be auctioned at the race briefing,
with all funds going to Telethon.
Our sponsor Rottnest Express also offers a range of
discounted ‘Telethon Saver’ fares, with part of your
ferry ticket purchase donated to Telethon.

KIDS SWIM FOR TELETHON!

As part of our charity partnership with Telethon we are so excited to be
hosting the Kids Swim for Telethon this year at the finish line on Rottnest
Island.
The 400-metre swim is for kids aged 8-12 years, commencing at 2pm on
event day. Hopefully, many of their parents swimming in Port to Pub can
finish in time to watch their kids swim for Telethon!
The entry fees and all proceeds will go to Telethon.
Good luck kids and thanks for swimming!
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SWIMMER
SPOTLIGHT
TELETHON SUPERFINS SWIM SQUAD
One of Telethon’s beneficiaries is the Superfins
WA Swim Club’s Learn to Swim (LTS) program. The
program was set up for school aged children with
disabilities to learn to swim. The LTS program is
held at Lords Recreation Centre in Subiaco and has
been operating now for a decade!
Many of those children have gone on to join the
Superfins Swim Club, which caters for swimmers
at all levels, from beginner to advanced and
competitive swimmers.
The Stroke Development and Senior Squad groups
train multiple times a week at HBF stadium and
regularly ocean swim too. There are currently about
70 Superfins swimmer across the two squads.
Keith Robinson, Michael Nguyen, James Burt, Kim-Heula
Smith, Dylan Coop, Dylan Broadway, Mark Paull, Andrew
Goldswain

The Club has entered teams nearly every year of
Port to Pub and is back again in 2021 with a team
featuring Kim-Heula Smith, Michael Nguyen, James
Burt, Dylan Coop, Dylan Broadway and Mark Paull
(Dad of Daniel, a Superfins member).
Steve Robinson is the Superfins treasurer and Dad
to club member, Keith. Keith has cerebral palsy and
joined the Superfins three years ago.

Dylan Broadway, Kim-Heula Smith, Andrew Goldswain,
James Burt and Michael Nguyen, Dylan Coop, Keith
Robinson, Mark Paull.

“My son’s life has changed since joining Superfins.
It’s about exercise, and camaraderie, with swimming
as the focal point. Most of Keith’s friends are from
Superfins and they do so much together socially
too. Young people like Keith want a strong friendship
group as well as sport and recreation, and Superfins
enables all of that – it’s a remarkable club.”
https://www.superfins.org/
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TELETHON KIDS
INSTITUTE
Another Telethon beneficiary, the Telethon Kids
Institute (TKI), is based at the Perth Children’s
Hospital and is one of the largest, and most
successful medical research institutes in Australia.
The TKI brings together community, researchers,
practitioners, policy makers and funders to improve
the health and wellbeing of WA kids.
TKI colleagues Nick Buckley, Adele Leahy, Emma
Fuller, Mitch Hartman, Peter Gething and Tiffany
Bradshaw are swimming in the Port to Pub as
the Telethon Kids Challenge Team to increase
awareness of the important child health research
they do at TKI.
Nick Buckley is a PhD student and Research officer
in the Child Disability team at TKI. His research
is in paediatric disability, and he’s developing an
assessment tool to measure movement and position
during sleep to ensure a better long-term quality
of life for disabled kids. He has done most of his
swimming through involvement in triathlons, more
focused on the running and cycling side. Swimming
was the toughest leg but now he really loves it and
has been putting extra open water training into his
schedule to get ready for Port to Pub.
Adele Leahy is a Program Manager for the DETECT
schools study. 79 schools are taking part in the
study, which tests staff and students without
COVID-19 symptoms to provide evidence about the
level of asymptomatic infection in schools. Adele
was a competitive swimmer at school. She’s been a
swimming teacher, coach and is currently volunteer
with Surf Life Saving WA.
Peter Gething is the Kerry Stokes Chair in Child
Health at the Telethon Kids Institute. He hadn’t
done a lot of swimming before moving to WA
in 2019, but with the sunshine, great pools and
of course the ocean on our doorstep, he’s loved
getting in the water more frequently and increasing
his fitness. Having an event like Port to Pub to work
towards has been a great motivation for Peter to
get in the ocean regularly and train.
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Telethon Kids Challenge Team

Emma Fuller is the Data Manager of the ORIGINS
project, which aims to reduce the rising epidemic of
non-communicable diseases through a healthy start
to life. She’s been a pretty regular swimmer since
uni days. She’s part of a local squad and loves the
camaraderie of the sport. She can’t wait to cross the
finish line with the TKI team!
Mitch Hartman is the Executive Officer, Strategic
Initiatives at TKI, which sees him work across
the entire Institute, supporting the delivery of
innovative projects across research and support
services. As a kid he was a competitive swimmer,
and then transitioning across to the Australian
lifesaving team for a few years gave him a good
base for this crossing. But the almost ten years with
no swimming in between means he’s had to put in
some training for Port to Pub!
The team is hoping for good conditions, but most
importantly a chance to experience a Rottnest
crossing with a great group of colleagues and the
rest of the Port to Pub fields, support crew and
community.

FINISH LINE FOCUS
IN 2021 ARTWORK
Perth artist Genevieve Montgomerie is our 2021
feature artist. ‘And Here They Come…’ is a
beautiful acrylic painting that depicts an aerial view
of swimmers taking their final strokes towards the
finish line at the shores of Thomson Bay in front of
Hotel Rottnest.
Genevieve has generously donated her time and
the painting to Port to Pub, and it will be auctioned
at the race briefing with all proceeds going to
Telethon.
‘And Here They Come…’ is acrylic on canvas and is
106cm x 81cm.
Gen says: “For me, it’s a celebration of feeling the
sand between your toes in the shallows at Thomson
Bay, after you’ve swum the gruelling distance
between Leighton Beach and Rottnest Island.

“Rounding the jetty and hearing the celebratory
roar from the colourful array of spectators from
the beach and the pub… this painting seeks
to capture the energy, the light, the relief, the
pride, the accomplishment, the friendships
and the support networks that make being a
participant possible.
“Swimming and mastering the Rottnest
Channel is such an iconic Western Australian
accomplishment. Whether as a solo or in a
team, it is the essence of Western Australia’s
determination, dedication and passion…
concluding with a huge celebration at Hotel
Rottnest!
“Port to Pub is a feast for the eyes - for
its display of fitness, colour, courage and
celebration. I hope I have done it justice.”
Gen’s artwork will feature on the complimentary
participant hoodie and towel, and the general
merchandise hoodie.
https://www.gmontgomerie.com/

DRY STACKS | LIFTING & MAINTENANCE | MARINA | BROKERAGE

BLUE HQ - PERTH’S BEST DRY STACK MARINA
-

Unlimited lifts
2 marine forklifts
Brand new floating jetties – over 25 resting pens
Online booking system with 1-hour notice
Secure parking
Engine flush and hull rinse upon each haul out
Work racks available
Bathroom and shower facilities
Air-conditioned customer lounge
Ice & bait placed on vessel
Quick access to River, Rottnest, Carnac, & Garden Island

✓ Prime location in Fremantle Fishing Boat Harbour
✓ No need to antifoul again
✓ Beat the boat ramp rush and hassle for more
time to spend on the water

7-10 MEWS RD, FREMANTLE | PH: 9335 3475 | INFO@BLUEHQ.COM.AU

ai161432341213_KC advert 2021 - Redesign.pdf 1 26/02/2021 3:10:13 PM
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Roll up corporates! In partnership with our legal
sponsor K&L Gates, we’re really excited to hold
the K&L Gates Corporate Cup again in 2021!
Port to Pub teams of two, four and six can take
part in the K&L Gates Corporate Cup! The winners
receive a prestigious trophy for the office, a cash
prize, and a framed photo.

LICENCE PLATES

MERCHANDISE

Successful, non-assisted solo 19.7km and 25km
ultra-marathon swimmers are eligible for Port to
Pub licence plates. Successful solos, we’ll be in
touch with you after the event with information
on how to apply for the plates.

We hope you love our 2021 merch range!
Thanks once again to our sponsor and official
merch supplier, KC Australia.
You will be able to buy merchandise at the
KC Australia stall all the pre-race events,
and on race day at Hotel Rottnest.

2021
COMMENTATORS
Rob Goyen and Andrea Williams are the 2021
race commentary team – keeping you informed
and entertained from the start to the finish of the
race! Rob’s commentated the event every year!
Thanks Andrea and Rob!
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SWIMMER
PREPARATION
TEAM PLANNING
The boat skipper is in control and responsible for
the safety and wellbeing of the swimmer/s and at
all times must follow all event rules and be aware
of fellow skippers and their swimmers.
a. Setting the course: your skipper sets the
course, and swimmers and paddlers must
follow that course.
b. Efficient navigation: be prepared, plan and
chart the course prior to the event.
c. Team procedures:
• Confirm the start time of your wave; contact
the starting swimmer on the morning of
the swim. Also discuss identification issues
such as how your paddler will find your
swimmer(s), how your paddler will find the
support boat, and how the support boat
will keep track of the paddler/swimmer/s
during the race.
• Calculate approximately how long it
will take your swimmer to reach the
TAMS Tugboat at the 1500 metre mark,
depending on his/her ability. Calculating
your swimmer speed is particularly
important for 25km ultra-marathon
swimmers and support crew due to waiting
for the swimmer to complete the 5km loop
before collecting at the 1000m from shore
(green buoy).
• Practise paddling alongside your
swimmer(s). Get to know their style and
stroke so you can easily identify them.

d.

e.

f.
g.

• Make a decision regarding the rotation of
your swimmers and how long each swimmer
will swim for, depending on level of ability.
• Prepare a list of food and fluid you’ll
need for day. Make sure you’ve prepared
properly and your support team are all
aware of what you’ll need during the day
and when. Solos – practise your feeding
regime and don’t do anything new on
the day!
Practise before event day: this includes hand
signals with support crew and, importantly,
getting in and out of the boat during swimmer
rotation. You might like to have someone with
a rope throwing it out to swimmers and pulling
them in.
Allocate roles for support crew. You’ll need
a spotter to assist the skipper in conducting
changeovers. A second person is needed to
maintain visual contact with your swimmer,
and other swimmers in close proximity to the
support boat. Maintain awareness of the health
and condition of your swimmer(s). Look out for
signs and symptoms of swimmer illness and
deterioration, including hypothermia
and cramp.
Make sure you/your team is aware of the
race cut-off times (listed in this booklet).
Ensure you know the procedures around
withdrawing from the event. If you withdraw
during the event, skippers you must notify
the race director of your team number and
importantly where you are going – mainland or
Rottnest Island – so you are accounted for.
You must return your timing strap to
blueChip Timing.

The TAMS Tugboat will sit at the 1500m
mark of the swim at Leighton Beach
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SWIMMER CHANGEOVER
The key people involved in the safe management
of swimmers are the boat skipper and any team
spotters.
Swimmer responsibilities: Swimmers must clearly
tag the next swimmer by slapping hands above the
water.
Skipper responsibilities: during changeover, skippers
of boats with single propellers must put their boat
into neutral and only engage them when instructed
by the spotter. Skippers of boats with double
outboards must turn the engine completely off
before taking the swimmer on board.
•

•

•

•

Support craft with single engines must be in
neutral during the exchange of swimmers and
they should not circle towards other swimmers’
paths during pickups.
Support craft with twin engines must switch
both engines off completely during swimmer
exchange.
Boats should not go astern at all. However,
skippers can use reverse thrust to stop the
forward way of their boat, to avoid swimmer,
paddler or vessel collision. This must be done in a
controlled manner with the skipper checking it is
all clear directly behind his boat before acting.
Extreme caution should be used when picking
up swimmers and paddlers. Solo swimmers have
right of way and interference should be avoided
at all cost.

The spotter’s responsibility is to provide assistance
to the skipper to ensure safe changeover and ensure
the safety of other swimmers and support craft.
Swimmers are encouraged and recommended for
safety reasons to swim a minimum of one minute
before changeover to avoid risks associated with
changeovers in congested areas.
No duo or team member swimmer changeovers
are to take place in the first 1000 metres for safety
reasons.

© Clip Media Motion

SWIMMER SIGN-OFF
The swimmer wearing the timing strap must pass
through the finishing arch and over the timing mat to
record the finish time. Other duo and team members
may pass through the finishing arch but this is not
compulsory. The swimmers must make sure they
return their timing strap once through the finishing
arch. Timing straps must be returned before 5:00pm,
and a lost timing strap, or strap not handed in, will
incur a $40 fee by blueChip Timing.
Swimmers may have their photograph taken by
the official event photographer. The photos will be
shared and available on Port to Pub’s social media
channels.
At 5:00pm, race officials will reconcile all entries to
identify those who have not finished/crossed over
the finish mat.
These entrants will be called on marine radio VHF
channel 74.
Qualified medical personnel in the first aid tent will
be available to check the conditions of the swimmers
post-event.

© Clip Media Motion
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SKIPPER PREPARATION
SUPPORT BOAT SKIPPER INFORMATION
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Follow transport protocols on your way to the
event. It will be dark, so have correct lighting.
Allow plenty of time due to boat traffic.
Support boats should be positioned in a holding
zone (North or South) 45 minutes before their
swimmers allocated wave start.
It is recommended skippers become members
of Fremantle Sea Rescue.
Boat skippers can accurately plot the courses
via the GPX file located on our website. In order
to import the GPX file, please consult your
chartplotter/GPS system user manual,
or through online information sources.
All skippers must hold and be in possession of
recreational skipper’s ticket, or similar
valid licence.
All support craft and tenders must have a valid
licence and registration. It is recommended
support vessels be 5-12 metres in length, the
support vessel needs to make allowances for
a skipper, paddler, water craft, spotter, support
crew, swimmer/s. Vessels of 10m and over are
advised to stay south of the channel and of
the main fleet. Tenders should be 3.1 metres
or less in size with a motor not exceeding 5hp.
Anything over that size is required to
be registered.
Tenders also need to carry necessary safety
equipment, including a marine radio. It is the
skipper’s responsibility to make themselves
aware of the regulations and requirements
related to travelling to Rottnest Island.
(See www.dot.wa.gov.au)
Please note that if the support boat fails to meet
Department of Transport (DoT) standards the
swimmer/team may face disqualification.

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

SUPPORT BOAT COMMUNICATIONS
•

•
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All Traffic, including emergencies and mayday
calls: 74VHF. Mayday or Pan-Pan calls. Urgent
messages such as a swimmer requiring medical
assistance of any kind.
General Traffic includes calls to locate
a swimmer, breakdown and general
announcements from the Race Day Emergency
Team (navigation warning etc.)

•

All boats need to keep within an 8-knot speed
limit and stay ~10 metres from their swimmer.
Boats withdrawing from the event must be at
least 200 metres from the race channel and main
fleet before increasing their boat speed past 8
knots.
Support craft with single engines must be in
neutral during the exchange of swimmers and
they should not circle towards other swimmers’
paths during pickups.
Support craft with twin engines must switch
both engines off completely during swimmer
exchange.
Boats should not go astern at all. However,
skippers can use reverse thrust to stop the
forward way of their boat, to avoid swimmer,
paddler or vessel collision. This must be done in
a controlled manner with the skipper checking it
is all clear directly behind his boat before acting.
Extreme caution should be used when picking
up swimmers and paddlers. Solo swimmers have
right of way and interference should be avoided
at all cost. NB: If a solo swimmer is amongst
team swimmers the solo swimmer has right of
way, please be courteous and move around
them.
Swimmers and boat crew must be aware
of the vessels engine/s status making sure
the propeller is not in use during swimmer
exchange.
All support boats must carry a marine VHF radio
and have DoT mandatory equipment for vessels
traveling more than 5 nautical miles from the
mainland shore. Please note 27MHz channels
will not be monitored as part of this event.
Skippers must supply their marine radio call sign
and a support boat mobile phone number and
we recommend vessels to register as a member
of Fremantle Sea Rescue (Please provide your
membership number if you are a registered
member).
Port to Pub recommends all vessels have
a propeller guard.

•

•

•

•

•

Support craft, paddlers and swimmers will be
advised of commercial vessels expected to
pass through the field by Fremantle Sea Rescue
via radio communications and Fremantle Sea
Rescue vessels on the water.
Support craft and tenders must carry all
required safety equipment and a first aid kit
(see below and also www.dot.wa.gov.au).
Skippers need to submit a marine incident
report form to the DoT Marine Safety Section
within 48 hours of it occurring. It is the skipper’s
responsibility to submit the relevant reports to
the DoT.
To determine how many people are legally
permitted on board please refer to the DoT
requirements, or refer to your boat builder’s
plate.
Your boat must be licensed to carry your whole
team including, swimmer, paddler(s) and all
support crew. Refer to the DoT’s rules on boat
size and occupants.
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Propeller Guards – WA supplier
RIB RESCUE
RIB Repair House
Unit 4, 12 Zeta Cres
O’Connor WA 6163
Email: info@ribrescue.com.au
Phone: (08) 9244 9515 / 0402 298 826

SUPPORT BOAT SAFETY EQUIPMENT
All support boats must be equipped with all required
mandatory marine safety and emergency equipment
as per the WA Navigable Water regulations listed
below:
1. Recreational Skippers Ticket.
2. Marine Radio VHF only (NB: MHz will not
be monitored for this event).
3. Bilge Pump/Bailer
• Boats greater than 7 metres must have
bilge pump fitted.
• Boats less than 7 metres must have bilge
pump or bailer bucket if bilge pump
not fitted.
4. Fire Extinguisher.
5. Anchor and line.
6. One life jacket (PFD type1) for each person
on board including all swimmers and paddlers.
7. Orange flares: a minimum of two hand held
orange flares.
8. Parachute flares: a minimum two parachute
distress rocket flares.
9. EPIRB: by law boats are required to carry
an emergency position indicating radio
beacon (EPIRB).
10. See www.dot.wa.gov.au for more information.
SUPPORT BOAT
(Recommended additional Safety equipment)
11. A first aid kit is recommended, carrying a
remedy for seasickness and stings.
12. High protection sunscreen.
13. A sharp knife.
14. Rope is useful for towing, or pulling in your
swimmer between changes.
15. A good supply of fresh water is essential, with
the risk of sun and salt causing dehydration.
16. Alternative power - spare outboard, oars or
paddle to assist in case of power failure.
17. A torch to use in emergency situation and
checking bilges.
18. Tool kit.
19. Blanket, towels, sleeping bags, plastic sheets
to keep swimmers warm and to manage
hypothermia.
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PADDLERS
Paddlers must leave the shore only from the
designated paddle craft departure point located
on the south of the start channel (refer to map).
Paddlers must observe and follow their swimmer’s
allocated wave start time.
Paddle craft may only enter the start channel to
meet their swimmer after the 500m buoys (two
large pink buoys). Paddlers can arrange to meet
their swimmer at either the north or south 500m
buoys (white). Paddlers must not be dropped off
by their support boat within 1000m of the shore.
Paddlers for the 25km ultra-marathon have a
designated meeting point to collect their swimmer
‘Ultra-Marathon Paddle craft holding zone’. This is
located on the ocean side of the ‘25km turn buoy
1&3’ (see map). Paddlers are advised to collect their
swimmer after the first turn and accompany their
swimmer around the 5km loop. You should consider
providing all swimmer nutrition/fluids before
meeting up with the support boat at the 1000m
from shore buoy after the 5km loop (two large
green buoys).
Support boats must not accompany 25km ultramarathon swimmers around the 5km loop; this is
solely the paddlers’ role.
Practice paddling alongside your swimmer.
Get to know their style and stroke so you can
easily identify them.
After the event, paddlers are welcome to join
swimmers in the recovery area located in Hotel
Rottnest. You will need to wear the wrist band
supplied in the briefing bag for access to this area.

ONLY

EMERGENCIES & FIRST AID
SWIMMERS
If you become distressed in any way, raise one hand
above head to alert your paddler, skipper
and emergency boats
RESCUE PROCEDURES DURING EVENT
Fremantle Sea Rescue will provide on-water services
to the event from the 1500 metre mark to 400
metres from the finish line at Rottnest. Fremantle
Surf Lifesaving Club (FSLSC) will provide support to
the 1500 metre mark, and Floreat Surf Lifesaving
Club will manage the last 400 metres of the event,
with support from Fremantle Sea Rescue. FSLSC will
provide extra resources including boats, lifesavers
and equipment. It will also manage the start of the
race on the beach in front of the Club’s premises.
The overarching Emergency procedure for the Port
to Pub swim is as follows:
1. Fremantle Sea Rescue identifies a problem or
accepts radio call for assistance.

VESSEL EMERGENCY
Requiring EMERGENCY on water assistance
for boat sinking, fire or other major incident

SWIMMER EMERGENCY
Requiring EMERGENCY on water assistance
for missing swimmer, drowning, severe
hypothermia, injury from boat, heart attack

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED
Swimmer withdrawals, misplaced swimmer,
suspected hypothermia, injury, illness advice,
and all other boating communication
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2. Fremantle Sea Rescue take a course of action
(e.g. direct resources to deal with it, or contact
Water Police).
3. Fremantle Sea Rescue advises the Port to Pub
Race Director of the incident and action.
4. Race Director advises of any changes.
5. Refer to Incident Response Chart.
SUPPORT BOAT RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
CHART
•
•

•

All Traffic including emergencies and mayday
calls: 74VHF.
Mayday or Pan-Pan calls only. Urgent messages
such as a swimmer requiring emergency medical
assistance. Please note: seasickness is not a
medical emergency. If seasickness is an issue,
skippers and teams must make their own
decision to proceed or return to shore.
General Traffic includes calls to locate
a swimmer, breakdown and general
announcements from Port to Pub Swim Base
(navigation warning etc.)

RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 74
“Mayday, Mayday, Mayday! Our position is …
Our emergency is…” Then communicate your race number,
boat registration number, and follow instructions
RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 74
“Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan! Our position is …
Our emergency is…” Then communicate your race number,
boat registration number, and follow instructions
RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 74
“Port to Pub Swim Base, this is Port to Pub swim race number…”
State your issue / ask question and listen for instructions

SHARK SIGHTING

RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 74
State details of the sighting, your approximate location on
the swim course (or GPS), and listen for instructions

SHARK ATTACK

RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 74
“Mayday, Mayday, Mayday!” Our position is …
Our emergency is…” Then communicate your race number,
boat registration number, and follow instructions

PAN-PAN EMERGENCY
(Vessel at risk or person at risk)
A Pan-Pan emergency is one in which there is an
urgent message to transmit concerning the safety
of a support boat or the safety of a person
(e.g., person overboard, mechanical breakdown
or medical emergency).
© Clip Media Motion

PREPARING FOR EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
If you become distressed in any way, raise one
hand above head to alert your paddler, skipper and
emergency boats
YOU NEED TO:
•

•

•
•

•

Clearly display your race number boat stickers
on both sides of your support boat and paddle
craft.
Ensure your radio is on and working, with
volume turned up to ensure emergency vessels
can contact you.
Have provisions for seasickness and procedures
for treatment of swimmers and support crew.
Pack first aid supplies for all emergencies,
including sunburn, dehydration, mild
hypothermia and stingers.
Ensure adequate food and fluids, including
warm water.

MAYDAY EMERGENCY
(For example, boat sinking or fire on board)
A Mayday emergency is one in which the support
boat is in grave and imminent danger requiring
immediate action to isolate, control and eliminate
dangers and may require immediate rescue.
The support boat skipper is instructed that when
they become aware of the situation, to signal
“Mayday, Mayday, Mayday!” via the VHF channel
74 and then communicate their position and race
number. This will be relayed to emergency vessels,
which will respond.
Fire emergency procedures embrace three essential
requirements. In most cases they will be initiated
concurrently. They are as follows:
1. Ensure the safety of all support crew and
swimmers.
2. If there are unnecessary risks associated with
attempts to control the fire, remove everyone
from the support boat.
3. Evacuate the area.

Support crew are instructed, that when they
are aware of this situation, to signal “Pan-pan,
Pan-pan, Pan-pan!”) via the VHF channel 74 and
then communicate their position and race number.
This will be relayed to emergency vessels, which will
respond with assistance.
MISSING SWIMMER AND/OR SUPPORT CREW
A misplaced swimmer and or support crew is a
warning of impending major aquatic emergency
and must be reported to Port to Pub Swim Base.
A misplaced swimmer and or support crew should
only remain in the displaced phase for 10 minutes
from the time Port to Pub Swim base is notified.
After this time a misplaced swimmer and/or support
crew become a missing swimmer or support crew.
Support crew are instructed, to signal “Pan-pan,
Pan-pan, Pan-pan!” via the VHF channel 74 and
then communicate their position and race number.
This will be relayed to emergency vessels, which will
respond with assistance.
Gathering information of a missing swimmer or
support crew helps narrow the field of search.
Important information includes description and
condition of swimmer, support boats and or
paddlers, last time seen, last seen location and lastconfirmed location.
RESUSCITATION
Basic life support flow:
66 Check for danger - hazard risks safety.
66 Is person responsive or unconscious?
66 Call for assistance.
66 Open and clear AIRWAYS - CHECK FOR SIGNS
OF LIFE.
66 Give two breaths if not breathing normally.
66 Give 30 chest compressions (almost two per
second) followed by two breaths and repeat
until help arrives.
66 Defibrillation-attach AED as soon as available,
turn on and follow prompts (AED = Automatic
External Defibrillation).
Continue CPR until qualified personnel arrive or
signs of life return. (*no signs of life = unconscious,
unresponsive, not breathing normally, not moving.)
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HYPOTHERMIA
EXPLANATION: One of the biggest risks in
swimming over long distances is hypothermia.
Before your Port to Pub swim, it is crucial you know
what it is, signs and symptoms, and how to treat it.
Hypothermia is a significant risk for solo swimmers
who are in the water for a very long time, but similarly
teams of four and six, whose members are spending
a lot of time on the boat and exposed to the wind.
Hypothermia occurs when the body’s core temperature
falls below 37°C. You don’t have to be in freezing
conditions to risk hypothermia as it only requires the
environmental temperature to be less than your body
temperature for you to ‘donate’ heat to the atmosphere.
SYMPTOMS INCLUDE
1. Shivering, cold, pale, and dry skin.
2. Tiredness, confusion, and irrational behaviour –
inability to answer simple questions.
3. Slow and shallow breathing.
4. Slow and weakening pulse.
5. Refusing food or drinks between swims might
be a sign something is wrong.
FIRST AID
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

In case of suspected hypothermia, radio call
the Port to Pub Swim base on VHF Channel
74 and request urgent medical aid and await
instructions and directions. You may be advised
to return to the mainland even if you are closer
to Rottnest.
Wrap patient in towels and blankets and protect
them from wind as much as you can.
Change them into dry clothes.
Offer a warm drink and high energy food like
chocolate. Encourage them to eat and drink
small quantities of warmed fluids frequently.
Handle the patient gently so as not to cause
disturbances in heart rhythm. Keep the person
calm, still, awake and don’t let them sleep.
Don’t rub or massage them.
Do not give them alcohol as it increases the
heat loss rate by dilating the skin’s blood vessels
If a swimmer has wool fat or lanolin on them,
leave it on and dress them in an old tracksuit
that can be thrown away. The fat will help to
retain their body warmth until they get to a hot
shower.

IF UNCONSCIOUS: place the swimmer in the coma
position, maintain the airway and do not give fluids or food.
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SWIMMERS TIPS
• Dry yourself with a sports towel or chamois
towel when you get out of the water to dry off
before covering yourself with heavy towels and
clothes.
• Pack layers of dry clothes, including wind break
jackets.
• Drink warm water instead of cold. Pack a few
thermoses of hot water, and possibly some hot
soup/tea/Milo.
• Wear microfiber socks/booties and a woollen
beanie between swims.
• Cover yourself in an aluminium thermal wrap
(available from sports shops) or plastic sheets.
• Buy wool fat from the chemist. Make sure you
soften it in the microwave before you leave
home. Apply it before your first swim. Don’t
wait until you get cold to use it.
Items to carry on your boat for the Port to Pub swim
• Wool fat/lanolin (from chemist).
• Blankets/towels.
• Woollen or microfiber socks and beanie.
• Thermal wraps or plastic sheets to keep
swimmers warm and to manage hypothermia.
• Warm water.
• High energy foods like chocolate.
SECONDARY DROWING
EXPLANATION: Inhaled fluid can act as an irritant
inside the lungs. Physiological responses to even
small quantities include the extrusion of liquid into
the lungs over the following hours, but this reduces
the ability to exchange air and can lead to a person
drowning in their own body fluid. The reaction can
take place up to 72 hours after a near drowning
incident, and may lead to a serious condition or
death.
SYMPTOMS INCLUDE
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tiredness
Coughing
Paleness
Trouble with breathing

PREVENTION
Observing the person immediately following
the negative incident or accident with water is
crucial. Monitor the person’s breathing. Difficulty
breathing, painful breathing or shallow breathing
are all red flags that may indicate a person is at risk
for a dry drowning episode. Count the number of
respirations for 15 seconds and multiply by 4.

Over 20 respirations per minute could be a red
flag for dry drowning. Check for persistent cough,
pain in chest and mood or mental status change.
Lethargy or increased agitation when lying flat,
sweaty skin or color changes such as pale, or blue/
grayish color are signs of poorly oxygenated blood.

4. If excessive shortness of breath or asthma
type symptoms develop, then seek immediate
assistance.
5. Underlying known medical problems (e.g.
hypertension) should be well managed preevent.

TREATMENT
Treatment involves supplying oxygen to the lungs.

TREATMENT
Skippers and paddlers, look for any signs of
SIPE and seek urgent medical assistance. Some
instructions include:
1. If a swimmer develops breathing difficulties,
then remove them from the water ASAP.
2. Keep the swimmer warm and remove restrictive
clothing or wetsuits, including around the legs.
3. If symptoms are mild to moderate, then the
condition should resolve with no further
treatment.
If there is altered conscious state or excessive
shortness of breath or symptoms do not resolve
reasonably quickly (3-5 minutes) then call for
medical assistance immediately.

SWIMMING-INDUCED PULMONARY EDEMA (SIPE)
Cases of Swimming Induced Pulmonary Edema
(SIPE) led Port to Pub organisers to include, and
highlight, signs, symptoms and treatment of the
condition in this section. It is critical support crew
keep check for signs of SIPE, which can be very
serious, and even fatal.
Port to Pub’s Medical Director, Dr Tony Best, has
seen the condition first hand. He says common
thoughts are that it occurs much more frequently
when wearing a wetsuit, in particular a tight wetsuit.
It is also associated with colder water, longer swims
and female athletes.
His advice is as follows.
EXPLANATION: SIPE occurs when a swimmer’s
lungs get flooded by fluid. That fluid is not thought
to be swallowed or inhaled, rather fluid shifts
that occur in the body. Although not entirely
understood it is thought that a number of factors
are responsible. When people are standing, blood
and other extravascular fluid pools in their legs
due to gravity. When they lie flat to swim, that fluid
then redistributes to their lungs. Adrenaline from
exertion, cold water and anxiety all cause peripheral
blood vessels to constrict pushing more fluid
centrally into their lungs. This can be made worse
by a tight wetsuit being worn.
SYMPTOMS INCLUDE
Commonly swimmers will feel like they have asthma
with increasing shortness of breath. They may also
cough up white or pink frothy phlegm.
PREVENTION
1. Avoid over-drinking, particularly just before
commencing the swim.
2. Do a gentle warmup swim.
3. Acclimatise to ocean swimming and ocean
temperatures in the weeks leading up to the
event, if possible.

RADIO CALL THE PORT TO PUB SWIM
BASE ON VHF CHANNEL 74 AND REQUEST
URGENT MEDICAL AID AND AWAIT
INSTRUCTIONS AND DIRECTIONS.
SEA SICKNESS
EXPLANATION: A form of motion sickness
characterized by a feeling of nausea and, in extreme
cases, vertigo, experienced after spending time on
a craft on water.
PREVENTION
Generally, the disturbance will cease once the
visual and motion stimuli are synchronized. This can
be obtained by concentrating on the horizon until
things appear fixed and horizontal. This is the signal
that our vision has switched from the reference
system of the boat to the reference system of the
earth.
TREATMENT
Over-the-counter medications are readily available.
As these medications often have side effects, you
must evaluate the risks versus the benefits.
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CRAMP
EXPLANATION: A sudden and involuntary muscle
contraction or over-shortening; while generally
temporary and non-damaging, they can cause mildto-excruciating pain, and a paralysis-like immobility
of the affected muscle(s). Onset is usually sudden,
and it resolves on its own over a period of several
seconds, minutes, or hours.
PREVENTION
Stretching and adequate fluid/electrolyte balance
are likely helpful in preventing muscle cramps.
TREATMENT
Stretching, massage and drinking plenty of fluid,
such as water, may be helpful in treating simple
muscle cramps.
JELLYFISH STING
If a swimmer is suffering from a minor skin irritation
from a jellyfish sting:
66 Dry the victim and protect from wind.
66 Prevent victim from rubbing the area and keep
calm.
66 Wash the area with sea water - do not use fresh
water or vinegar.
66 Apply hot packs to affected area or place the
area in water as hot as can be tolerated (about
43°C), after first checking the temperature, leave
the affected limb in water until pain subsides .
66 Alternatively hold small block of ice with a
glove or cloth over the affected area. Caution
using cold therapy over a large area may cause
hypothermia.
66 If available, the application of Stingose is
appropriate.
66 If pain persists for long periods of time or
symptoms worsen Radio call the Port to Pub
Swim Base for medical assistance.

66 Cool the affected area with fresh water for ten
minutes.
66 Apply cool moist compress to affected area.
66 Rest in cool place.
SHARK ATTACK
66 Remove the victim from the water if safe to do
so.
66 Support crew are instructed, to signal “Mayday,
Mayday, Mayday!” via the VHF channel 74
and then communicate their position and race
number. This will be relayed to emergency
vessels, which will respond with immediate
medical assistance.
66 Remain in the current location unless instructed
otherwise as emergency vessels can travel
at great speed to attend and will transport
the victim to the nearest emergency medical
department.
66 While waiting for medical aid to arrive, treat the
victim for traumatic injury.
66 Apply pressure to control bleeding.
66 Apply constrictive bandage if necessary.
66 Begin CPR if required.
DANGEROUS WEATHER
If the Race Committee deems the weather
conditions dangerous, it may abandon the event.
The Port to Pub swim base will broadcast the
following message using VHF channel 74. Text
messages will also be issued and social media
updates posted.

SUNBURN
66 Prevent by keeping out of direct sun as much
as possible, wearing sun protective clothing
and applying UV screening lotions. Factor 50+
sunscreens and zincs are recommended.
66 Cool the affected area with fresh water for ten
minutes.
66 Apply cool moist compress to affected area.
66 Rest in cool place.
66 Prevent by keeping out of direct sun as much
as possible, wearing sun protective clothing
and applying UV screening lotions. Factor 50+
sunscreens and zincs are recommended.
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ARE YOU READY FOR THE

swim?

THE SCOTTS
TEAM IS

Proud print sponsors
of the Port to Pub, and
also participating in the
25km ultra marathon.

www.scott.com.au

1/2 AD HERE SUBI SPORT

GET $10 OFF
45 & 60 minute treatments

www.sportsmassage.com.au
info@sportsmassage.com.au
9382 3969

SPORTS MASSAGE
REMEDIAL MASSAGE
DEEP TISSUE
TRIGGER POINT
DRY NEEDLING
CUPPING
RELAXATION

*FOR PORT TO PUB PARTICIPANTS ONLY *NOT ALL THERAPISTS ARE CLAIMABLE ON YOUR HEALTH
FUND *NOT TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER *NOT REDEEMABLE FOR CASH

THE NEXT PORT TO PUB
SWIM WILL BE HELD ON
19 MARCH 2022

ACCOMMODATION

If you want to stay on Rottnest, we recommend booking
accomodation for that year as soon as possible. If you’re
staying on Rottnest Island, you must pick up your keys at
the Tourist Centre by 5pm.
http://www.rottnestisland.com/accommodation
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GETTING TO AND FROM
ROTTNEST
Thanks to our sponsor Rottnest Express for putting on extra
services to get you to and from Rottnest Island.

TO ROTTNEST ISLAND
DEPARTURE TIME

PERTH
Barrack Street

ARRIVAL TIME

FREMANTLE
B Shed

Northport

0730
0830

0845

0800

ROTTNEST

NOTES

0800

Direct service from B Shed, Fremantle

0900

Service travels from Northport via B Shed, Fremantle

0930

1000

Direct service from B Shed, Fremantle

1000

1030

Service travels from Perth via B Shed, Fremantle

1030

1100

Direct service from Northport

1200

Direct service from B Shed, Fremantle

1230

1300

Direct service from Northport

1400

1430

Direct service from Northport

1630

Direct service from B Shed, Fremantle

PERTH

NOTES

1130

1600

FROM ROTTNEST ISLAND
DEPARTURE TIME

ROTTNEST
0830

ARRIVAL TIME

FREMANTLE
B Shed

Barrack Street

0900

0930
1030

Northport

Direct service to B Shed, Fremantle
1000

Direct service to Northport

1100

1100

Direct service to B Shed, Fremantle
1130

Direct service to Northport

1145

1215

1230

Service travels via B Shed, Fremantle to Northport

1430

1515

1500

Service travels via Northport to B Shed, Fremantle

1630

1700

1715

Service travels via B Shed, Fremantle to Northport

1700

1730

1730

1800

1815

Service travels via B Shed, Fremantle to Northport

1830

1900

1915

Service travels via B Shed, Fremantle to Northport

1930

2000

2015

Service travels via B Shed, Fremantle to Northport

2200

2230

2245

Service travels via B Shed, Fremantle to Northport

1830

Service travels via B Shed, Fremantle to Perth
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KEEN FOR A QUICK ROUTE?
A group of researchers at The University of
Western Australia (UWA) is offering Port to
Pub swimmers information on plotting the
fastest course to Rottnest on race day.
The team is also seeking a group of solo and team
swimmers to test its swim optimisation tool during
the 2021 Port to Pub.
The research team has spent the last few years
investigating the effects of waves and currents on
open-water swimmers, including the optimum route
to complete the swim from Perth to Rottnest in the
best time based on the currents and conditions.
Many of the researchers are also keen swimmers,
with five solo crossings and a few team swims
between them. The team has been progressively
building and refining a model which uses the
predictions of how the currents vary in time and
across the swim route for the Rottnest Channel
Swim and Port to Pub events.
THE TEAM
The model has been developed by PhD student
Terry Griffiths with researchers and staff within the
Ocean Graduate School, The School of Human
Sciences and the UWA Coastal and Offshore
Engineering Laboratory. The optimisation route
model uses results from the near-real time coupled
3D ocean and atmosphere numerical model
developed and run by asst. res. prof. Ivica Janekovic
in the Coastal Oceanography group at UWA.
The ocean model current forecasts are freely
available at the: https://anfog.ecm.uwa.edu.au/
Model/events.php
THE MODEL
The model produces a predicted swim route which
optimises swimmer finishing time based on their
allocated start time, initial swim pace, and how
much they slow down over time due to fatigue.
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PLAN YOUR COURSE TO ROTTNEST
The team has been working with Port to Pub
organisers to offer swimmers general planned swim
routes based on various start times and swim paces,
as well as the predicted conditions (these will be
available from https://porttopub.com.au/p/coursemaps).
The ‘general’ routes will be available around midday
WST on Friday 19 March allowing the research team
to run the model with the latest forecast conditions.
They will be provided as A5 PDF route summaries,
which can be easily printed and laminated for use
by the skipper and paddler during the swim. The
routes will be given as coordinates in Lat and Long
(decimal co-ordinates) as well as ‘south offsets’ from
each of the rhumb line route markers. The routes
will (hopefully) also be available in .gpx format
for uploading into GPS devices. NB: The goal of
providing these routes is to help more swimmers
successfully complete a channel crossing after
all their efforts and investments, but are offered
without any warranty or liability.
PERSONALISED ROUTE
If you are interested in a personalised plan, email
Port to Pub at info@porttopub.com.au – 10-20
participants will be selected over short course/
long course. To participate you must be prepared
to provide your name, email, start time, anticipated
initial pace and expected pace at halfway.
Personalised routes will be available 19 March and
sent via email to those participants selected. The
team at UWA would love to hear any feedback from
swimmers choosing to follow a general route or
planned route at coel@uwa.edu.au.

© Clip Media Motion

Come alive and discover the best
of Rottnest Island. Right in the
heart of Thomson Bay, ready for
you to take your own adventure,
A sanctuary of lagoon-like
pools, native landscaping
and fresh outdoor dining
spaces.

or just relax with the sand
between your toes
Welcome to Samphire Rottnest.

hello@samphirerottnest.com.au / samphirerottnest.com.au

KIDS SWIM
FOR TELETHON
This year, we’ll be hosting the first ever Kids Swim
for Telethon - a 400m race at the finish line open
to kids aged 8-12 years. The proceeds of the race
and the kids’ fundraising efforts along the way will
all go to Telethon. Make sure you cheer them on!

TRIBUTE TO
LES STEWART
WA swimming stalwart Les Stewart sadly passed
away in September last year. Les was one of only
four men to make it across to Rottnest in the first
ever race from Fremantle to the Island back in 1956.
In 2016, at aged 80, he swam in a team of six in the
inaugural Port to Pub where he became the oldest
team member to swim across the Rottnest Channel.
Les was a big part of the formal launch of the Port
to Pub, which celebrates and honours that original
race to Rottnest. He was loved by Port to Pub and
the swimming community.
11x Rottnest Channel soloist and 2021 Port to Pub
swimmer, Leon Musca, penned this piece about Les.

Les at the Port to Pub launch in 2015

REMEMBERING A LEGEND
The year was 2002 and I was standing on the beach
in front of the Quokka Arms with two large plastic
cups of beer, one in each hand so as to avoid
queueing up.
It was the good ol’ days when the sand, right up
to the water’s edge, was merely an extension of
the pub, and wearing anything more than thongs
was sacrilege…
Anyway, it was just before 8pm, pitch black and
I was celebrating a successful Rottnest Channel
crossing for a team I was supporting. As far as
I was concerned, the race was well and truly
over and it was party time. That’s what I thought
anyway…
All of a sudden, I hear a voice over a microphone:
“Ladies and Gentleman, our final solo swimmer is
about to cross the finish line!” What the?!!
I thought, no way was this possible.
As the swimmer approached the shore and stood
up, I couldn’t believe my eyes, it was some sort of
creature from the deep, either that or the oldest
human being I’d ever seen. Of course, swimming
for thirteen and a half hours across the open ocean
can do that to a man.
At that moment the beach erupted into joyous
cheer and, as it did, a wave of emotion swept right
over me. I had just witnessed the most courageous
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thing I’d ever seen and it took just a few drunken
seconds to sink in.
A few moments later I took a sip of my tear
drenched beer and said to myself that I will do
a solo crossing next year. It wasn’t an option,
moreover an instant clarity, a defining life-changing
moment. Before then the thought of racing more
than 100m seemed daunting, uninviting and utterly
ridiculous.
The man responsible for all this was none other
than Les Stewart, 2002 soloist at the age of 66
and equally as impressive, the fourth swimmer
to ever cross the Channel way back in 1956 as
a 20-year-old.
For most people, the idea of swimming 20km
across a shark-infested Indian Ocean seems crazy,
but not for Les. For Les, it was a way of life as he
embraced the notion of getting comfortable in the
uncomfortable. Les was a true searcher.
To give some perspective just how hard a crossing
can be (and one of the many reasons why I
previously had no interest in entertaining the idea)
I distinctly remember speaking to two good friends
of mine, both world class age group surf lifesaving
athletes - Jeff Vidler and Col Mustoe. They had
both done successful solo crossings a few years
earlier and they couldn’t have put me off more if
they tried! Jeff had said that every injury he’d ever

had came back to haunt him, whilst Col said
that it was the hardest thing he’d ever done
and ruled out doing it again, ever, despite doing
a very quick time.

The introduction went something like this:
Les: “Is this a good racket?”
(Les holds up a wooden tennis racket)

Damn you, Les Stewart!!
As luck would have it, I met Les several years later
(well into his 70s by this stage) when he walked
into my Squash & Fitness Centre on Cambridge
Street with his buddy, Graham. They came in to
learn how to play squash. That’s right, LEARN
how to play squash, the most intense aerobic
sport on the planet!
As Les was the better swimmer of the two, the
younger Graham was keen to get ‘one up’ on Les
and get him out of his comfort zone. The irony is
that Les excelled out of his comfort zone and I think
lived by the motto “I know if I scare myself once a
day, I’m a better person”.

Me: (Laughter) “Ah, that’s a tennis racket
mate. This is squash.”
Graham: “See this guy here (points at Les),
weak as piss … triple bypass”.
Graham then points to his own chest
“Quadruple bypass, now that’s a real
bypass”.
Me: More laughter.
I proceed to tell them the rules and then
off they go to play. Once again, I was
left inspired, motivated and feeling good
about myself and life in general.
Over the years I would chat to Les
regularly and anyone that knew the man
would agree that he was a gentleman with
the heart of a lion and the soul of an angel.
Les’s zest for life and raw courage was an
inspiration, an inspiration that changed
my life direction for the next 18 years and
counting … and I’m sure I’m not the only
one.
Les, RIP you legend.

Les with his trademark cork attached to his goggles

Les at the 2019 Port to Pub with friends Trevor Seaborn and Sue Oldham
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SWIMMERS IN 2021 CHANNEL 7
PORT TO PUB WITH HOTEL ROTTNEST
Austral Fisheries 25km ultra-marathon swimmers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Christopher Alexander
Deane Barker
Julie Boxsell
David Brackstone
Kristy Brackstone
Damon Brown
Nicole Brown
Eva Buzo
Nancy Clarke
James Clothier
Lindsay Cowie
Gavin Crisp
Zen Durbidge

14.
15.
16.
17.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Natalie Eastough
Tim Edwards
Chad Edwards-Smith
Russell Green
Tara Grout
Rachael Hanisch
Felicity Harrison
Scott Henderson
Shaun Jessop
Bec Johnson
Greg Johnson
Richard Jones
Kendal Leggett

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Nicky Mackenzie
Lindsay Mason
Jodie Millar
Mark Murphy
Brenda Norman
Adam O’Byrne
Rachael Pantin
Jane Pay
Jaimie Perry
Matt Pride
Mark Radford
William Rollo
Rachael Rowland

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

Troy Santen
Tim Scott
Bob Tarr
Alyssa Thom
Brianna Thompson
Rory Thomson
Jodie Winnett
Rosie Wood
Sharon Young
Ross Youngman
Shu Cheng Will Zou
Brenton Rzepecki

125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.

Paul Miller
Niamh Moloney
John Muir
Leon Musca
Georgia Ongarezos
Josie Page
Steve Payne
Andrew Rigg
Lisa Romeo
Zoe Scott-King
Patrick Sewell
Laura Shryock

138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.

Paul Skipworth
Annemie Sprenger De Rover
Angus Stewart
Thomas Stewart
Shane Stiles
Isaac Thyer
Justin Tidbury
Ruairi Ward
Chris Whitehead
Heather Whitehead
Jeffery Young

The West Australian 19.7km solo swimmers
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.

James Baker
Joe Bennett
Duncan Bunning
Olly Cairns
Sam Campbell
Julie Covich
Louisa Cruz
Susan Dolgoy
Simon Elliott
Stephen Ferguson
Jenna Rose Gold
Jeremy Hadfield

113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.

Sam Hall
Rob Herkes
Ben Jimmieson
James Julian
Otto Kamenzin
Sarah Kanther
Ava Longley
Giacomo Lucivero
Chris MacKinnon
Andrew Maslen
Neil McAllister
Andrew McLean

Rottnest Express duo swimmers
201. 2 Easy
Reyn Bennell
Kim Smith

207. Bettridge
Ash Bettridge
Liz Bettridge

213. Ditch
Myles Ertzen
Holly Marinovich

219. Giraffes who swim
Tahlia Andrews
Erinn Campbel

202. A Kreepy Krauly
and a Mermaid
Alison Farmer
Andrea Simpson

208. Big Booty
Blonde Bitchezz
Annabel Counsel

214. Dua Bir Lagi
Tony Hopkins
Lachie Smith

220. GOLDEN BROWN
Ceilidh Robertson
Ian Robertson

209. Black & White
Tamsyn Black
Nancy Shaw

215. ERIC MURPHY
Eric Murphy
Annika Rasmussen

210. Bledisloe Babes
Rose Byass
Pamela Riley

216. Fintastic
Ali Marks
Emma Schouten

221. Good times and
tan lines
Kellie Gray
Deborah Salkeld

211. Bold Park Babes
Lucy Stuart
Jan Tyler

217. From The Top Make
It Drop
Caroline Dyer
Helen Wilson

203. Amazing Racers
Stuart Bond
Tom Pettitt
204. AquaDribblers
Todd Mairs
Alen Pazin
205. Balladonia Knights
Isabella Prendiville
Michael Prendiville
206. BC healthcare
Timothy Hulley
Gianluca Loreggian
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212. Crawl So Hard MF
Wanna Find Me
Natalia Malinowski
Danielle Vaanholt

218. Fun??
Taylor Lusk

222. Hans duo
Renata Sivacolundhu
Hans-Willem Van Hall
223. HEAR NO EVIL SEE
NO EVIL
Alex Dearle
Ryan Webb
224. Huey and Dewey
Gavin Buckingham
Hugh Smith

Rottnest Express duo swimmers
225. If in doubt, swim it out
James Mansfield
Julia Mansfield

237. Rams
Ashley Cripps
David Cripps

226. It Takes Two
Suzette Pritchard
Sara Van Den Hoogen

238. Salty Sisters
Jonel Boonzaaier
Jaye Weatherstone

227. Josie & Rex
Rex Rowles
Josie Thomson

239. Sandy Hands
and a Horse
Glenn Baskerville
David Waldock

228. Just Keep Swimming
David Brunovs
Jon McArdell
229. Keane and the
Drama Queen
Matthew Keane
Shayla Keane
230. Lord Duttonmort
and the Prisoners
of Azkaban
Daniel Roberts
Fred Roberts
231. M&M
Bianca Meumann
Oliver Mills
232. Megaladons
Mark Hill
Christopher Hopkins
233. Might Make It
Jeremy Hams
Andrew Jones
234. Mongrel It
Fiona Crowe
Sarah Lo
235. Muse
Scott Havercroft
Phillippa Henderson
236. Nutty Nannas
Glenda Hurtado
Jodi O’Connor

250. Superkids
Aquatic Ninjas
Ashlin Traeger
Peter Traeger

262. The NT Connection
Peter Novak
Emma Woodward

251. Swim for Shaun
Jarrod Delavale
Ben Ford

263. The Young and
the Restless
Gavan Cruise
Simon Erickson

252. Swimdog Millionaires
Melissa Dale
Reagen Siedl

264. thiswasyouridea
Dave Giles
Nikki Giles

240. Sardelic Duo
Dave Cooley
Simmon Sardelic

253. T.D.C
Daniel Macey
Craig Martin

265. Timon and Pumbaa
Victoria Reading
Matilda Reynolds

241. Sardines
Daniel Langstaff

254. T30 Teabags
Melanie Flux
Carina Pirozzi

266. Tortoise and the Hare
David Maggs
Kylie Williams

255. Team Kelp
Karen Filbee-Dexter
Thomas Wernberg

267. Twin Fins
Nathan Lewis

242. Schmitz and Giggles
Graeme Christie
Konrad Schmitz
243. Sea Anchors
Chris Acklin
Michael Riddle
244. SeaSchlugs
Stuart Dart
Gavin Fletcher
245. Sexy Quokkas
Jody Nunn
Peter Thomas
246. Shake ‘n’ Bacon
Holly Bacon
Rose Pink
247. Smasha
Sacha Fulton
Sam Mofflin
248. Stellar Chix
Coralie Doig
Lisette Rooney
249. Stinger sistas
Lani Bullock
Marie Bullock

256. TeKaPoDu
Kate Dunn
Tegan Powell
257. The 28s
Melanie Chiswell
Bruce Phillips
258. The Bread Winners
Monica Eisenlohr
Patrick Eisenlohr

268. Undercooked
Curtis James
269. Wave Runners 2
Mia Angeleski
Sula Moore
270. We Shave More Than
Just Seconds
Claire Brown
Matt McCarney

259. The Doubell’s
Frances Doubell
Ivan Doubell

271. We’re not ready for
these jellies
Pascale Ketelaar
Indira Savory

260. The Ladintines
Brent Bartelds
Matt Kipps

272. WhoNeedsBuoys
Millie Sales
Hayley Wallwork

261. The Naughtycools
Richard Rowe
Laura Wenman

273. Zimbaussie
Rachel Atkinson
Michael Radford

KC Australia Teams of four
401. 2021 Seagull
Dads Powered by
Space Realty
Matthew Ogelsby-Warwick
Wallace Turner

403. A Few Good Men
Justin Barton
David Curnow
Simon Herbert
Lloyd Hopkins

405. Anyfinispossible
Lyndsay Kruger
Craig Miller
Anna Sellings
Christopher Sellings

407. Archies Mermaids
Lucy Gibson
Archie O’Beirne
Charlotte O’Beirne
Samara Rogers

402. 4Lambos
Nicole Barrett
Benjamin Lambert
Chris Lambert
Paul Lambert

404. Aim 2 Finish
Justin Boelen
Julie Hasson
Brianna Sinclair
Rodney Sinclair

406. Aquaholics
Jessica Jarmain
Stuart Macqueen
Zara Macqueen

408. Are We There Yet?
Lucy Curnow
Jodi Millhahn
Amanda Spalding
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KC Australia Teams of four
409. Argonauts
Robert Allen
Frank Mastrantonio
Kyla Myers
Jason Sloan
410. Aussie Natural
Ultimate Swimmers
Fiona Carroll
Matt Elliott
Brad Ravenscroft
Tracey Shaw
411. Bad Mannas
Tim Ellery
Tom Esze
Ethan Norris
Jamie Thomas
412. Barra Belles
Sandra Law
Lisa Lewis
Kathryn Phillips
Jane Stott
413. Beatty Park Masterclass
Niall Doherty
Ken Robson
414. been there! swum that!
goin back!
Hailey Cox
Judy Lucas
Terry Murray
Peter Rabbit
415. BG&E BELUGAS
Clive Allen
Matthew Kenny
Thomas Robinson
Rachel Van Der Velden
416. Billy’s Balls III
John Kirkpatrick
Bill McKenzie
Daniel Rumenos
Britt Spencer
417. Bindi Crew
Ben Bray
Anthea Brown
Libby Finlayson
Kristian Moore
418. Birchy’s Angels
Emily Fricke
Mackenzie Miller
Lily Quinlivan
Gemma Seymour
419. Blooming Long Way
Andria Aird
Paul Donatti
Guy Perry
Kirrily Wesley
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420. Blue Buoys
Ian Grosse
Graeme Marsden
Adrian OMalley
421. Boat Fwiends
Jordan Gough
Mitchell Smith
Geordie Thuijs
Cameron Vernon
422. Bruce’s Babes
Odette Eccles
Melissa Lazic
Helen Smelter
Phil Torrisi
423. Bubbles
Henry Cook
Thomas Doggart
Teresa Wilkinson
424. Buoy Boys
Patrick Di Nardo
Patrick Di Nardo
Mark Matthews
Andrew Ring
425. Buzzacott athletes
Connor Horsley
Connor Kahlenberg
Ben Wright
426. Channel Surfers
Mat Donelly
Kristine Ricci
Lilly Sutherland
Ross Sutherland
427. Chasing Buoys
Natasha Arthur
Tania Bicknell
Lucy Bromell
Jo Sly
428. Chlorine Machine
Jessica Bihler
Octavia Peel
Daisy Thomson
Georgie Watts
429. Chosen Ones
Greg Biegel
Brett Chaloner
Jeremy Mulcahy
Peter Winnall
430. Clarkson North
Dental Care
Liam Delucia
Daniel Heyes
Conor O’Brien
Tarquin Stone

431. Cliffy’s Angels
Cliff Brennan
Rosemary Cawley
Tracey Harris
Kelly Parsons
432. CMW Geosciences
Craig Butterworth
Phil Chapman
Mitchell Owen
Matt Watts
433. COOGEE OLD CHOOKS
Gemma Cowan
Antje Hussey
Sarah Mahony
Cath Spencer
434. Crankers
David Barbour
Reece Cirulis
Aaron Ellis-Kerr
Nev Steele
435. D Team
Gary Fletcher
James Groom
Struan Richards
436. Daphne & The Ducks
Keith Clark
David Edwards
Julie Kerr
Simon Williams
437. Drink or Swim
Kevin Kelly
Michelle McGovern
Fiona Valesini
Chris West
438. Dugong Support Group
Giles Everest
Ben Grigg
Stephen Jeric
Todd Peate
439. Enviro Rum Pigs
Phil Dawson
440. Ex Boyfriends
Yuri Fiorini Vila Real
Adam Green
441. Feelin’ Nauti
Laura Barnes
Linden Blair
Megan Depiazzi
Craig Wale
442. Freo Finbacks
Aaron Heary
Chris Heary
Matt Hopkins
Tom Lee

443. Fripple Force
Liselle Carroll
Cindy Colling
444. Frogs to Pub
Jeremie Bonachera
Eric Chantelat
Lio Hebert
Nicolas Thebaud
445. Gallivanters
Eleanor Bourne
Greg Frey
Bradley Gildersleeve
Kelly Weller
446. GENERALS FISH
Andriu Dodson
Kerryn Grant
Kurt Winter
447. GK Masters
Rachael Cooper
Kirsten Earl
Rebecca Eastwell
Claire Ware
448. GPPC
Adam Cleland
Bradley Dawson
Andrew Munro
Michael Taggart
449. Happy Hippos
Bridget Ferrante
Heidi Wade
Sharon Woodfield
Glenda Wright
450. Happy Kangaroos
Michael Berry
Carly Gordon
Stuart Gordon
Jennifer Skiff
451. Harold Holt Swim Club
Jack Davidson
Ryan Falconer
Jared McDonald
Daniel Waters
452. High Distinction
Luke Campbell
Alan Ramsay
Tobias Wilson
453. Hope theres no shark
Kaila Dempsey
Myee Dempsey
Sergio Oropeza Ponce De Leon
Melanie Stott

KC Australia Teams of four
454. House of Cards
Katrina Porter
Jessica Reynolds
Jodie Wallis
Katrina Sykes

466. Mod Sqod
Damon Diletti
Dean Paterson
Chris Rourke

455. Howfar2go?
Nick Bolton
Tom Bottrell
Clint Mitchell

467. Nora creina captains
James Abbott
Kate Hage
Dan Hewitt
Lettie Thwaites

456. Hubba Hubba
Khye Bailey
Ron Bailey
Andy McIntyre
Finn McIntyre

468. North Beach Pup’s
Paul Brown
Stephen Hooper
Jarrad O’Rourke
Greg Pires

457. ITS A CLOWN SHOW
Georgia Law
Martin Law
Ben Paganoni
Finlay Ritchie

469. Numb Nutz
David Biagioni
John Duggan
Zak Duggan
Fraser McGuffin

458. Jim’s Whippersnappers
Liam Ashworth
Ben Harris
Blake Pearce
Angus Scrimgeour

470. Otherside
Rhiannon James
Jack Knobben
Melissa Martyn
Jane Thomas

459. Just swimming to
post on Facebook
Jeannette Casotti
Sarah Jemerson
Scott Langtry
Trevor Verran

471. Parabellum
International
Karen Jenkins
Mark Jenkins
Luke Quinlivan
Garry Silk

460. Last Minute
Ben Connor
Charlie Malone
Joshua Taylor
Cam Vissers

472. Pats Rafters
Lauren Jenkins
Anton Tidmarsh
Damon Tidmarsh
Nick Tidmarsh

461. Micks Team
Louis Tangney

473. Pawsome
Thomas Blackshaw
Nick Brown
Robert Jones
Stu Pelletier

462. Middle Age Mermaids
Meromie Briggs
Julie Lindsay
Orlaith Reid
Pippa Tilbrook
463. Midwife Crisis
Vanita Coulthard
Elizabeth Hull
Stephanie Ritchie
Frances Wyatt
464. Mighty Fighting Hawks
Murray McCartney
Mick Quick
465. Miracles Happen
Amanda Brown
Erica Horn
Lisa Iannello
Susan Smith

474. Percy Flint –
Best, bar none
Tim Anderson
Bryn Green
Wade Reynolds
Shane Totten

477. Pod Squad
Mark Enright
Leigh Farnell
Shane McGurk
Andrew Packard
478. POWINS
Matt Oblak
Tom Oblak
Nicole Thomas
Scott Wardale
479. PPCT
Marie-Therese Hunter
Chris Kosky
Patrick Kosky
Trent Woods
480. Prawn Stars
Renee Barbeau
Tegan Engler
Carri Forrester
Angie Martin
481. PURSLOWE & CHIPPER
FUNERALS FREMANTLE
William Adlam
Carina Costello
Dean Kay
Stephen Moore
482. QBC Deepwater
Karien Oosthuizen
Tayliah Taylor
Jodi Venter
Nicci Venter
483. QBC Sea Eagles
Jan Labuschagne
Imogen Lees
Eleanor Riley
Rastilyn Ronald
484. QBC Young Gunz
Sophie Bishop
Charlie Brierley
Bonita Devaney
Riley Scott
485. Quokka Arms Express
Luke Farmer
Tayla Lewis
Britt Pethick
Gavin Statham

475. Pluto A team
Damian Bell
Ashley Hemmings
Benjamin Larsson
Rob Tancredie

486. Rock Cod
Rohan Baldwin
Tristan Baldwin
Luke Bettesworth
Caitlin Preedy

476. Pod
Darren Head
Kate Reid

487. Rock fish
Rob Fitzgerald
Lloyd Haskett
Duco Sickinghe
Chris Sweeting

488. Salty boiz
Ben Clydesdale
Eaton Lee
489. Salty Dogs
Richard Pang
Brendan White
Aaron Wolfe
490. Sand and Sails
Leigh Dodds
Nicholas Ford
Tye Hoysted
Dale O’Shannessy
491. scotch on the rocks
Ross Mackinnon
David Young
492. Sea Hags
Chelsea Begley
Sally Flavel
Emma Johnston
Jaye Reynolds
493. Sea-Bee-Tee
Daniella Antonucci
Chloe Blaauw
Rachel Kovac
Katie Niven
494. Seas The Day
Nathan Burridge
Shane Dawson
Brett Gray
Jesse Sullivan
495. Sea’s the day
Ollie Buckland
Rachel Dessent
Ryan Dessent
Sarah Pitcher
496. Shamwari
Carly Brade
Annie Halse
Angela Spence
Stephen Tidman
497. Shark bait
Ryan Bridges
Grant Cooper-Sims
Matthew Fee
Lance Flugge
498. Shark Net Sensations
Brenton Gill
Alex Hunt
Anton Klimak
Doug Shannon
499. Sidetracks
Dean Kerns
Danny Smith
Clayton Millar
Anna Bonadeo
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KC Australia Teams of four
500. Snackwich
Francois Kruger
Zachary Oosthuizen
Nicholas Petagna
Connor Rees

507. Team Pernille
John Edwards
Paul Luscombe
Russell Lynton-Brown
Jon Turner

501. South Beach Stingers
Lorraine Briggs
Jane Clarke
Pamela Hoar
Paul Wilkinson

508. Team Ricard
Cyril Holyst
Michael Rowe
Blair Seaby
Alex Yerbury

502. South Perth Sea Slugs
John Dagnall
Steve Dagnall
Richard Lynch
Mitchell Raynsford

509. The 4 Amigos
Hamish Buddle
Vaughan Davies
Mathew Drake
Karl Heiden

503. Staunch Amigo’s
Simon Axworthy
Andrew Murray
Jorma Nolan
James Stanton-French

510. The Darwin Boys
Damien D’Antoine
Lance D’Antoine
Tom Gregory
Tim Zador

504. SwimClanFam
Samuel Smoothy

511. The Entourage
Nick Brownclown
Greg Brush
Cav Rotham
Jared Stone

505. Team Avalon
Carl Boettiger
Darren Hesketh
Jeremy Stewart
Dean Templeton
506. Team mandurah
Charlee Sheppard
Alex Shorter
Karl Winrow

512. The Four Tocks
Andrew Bantock
513. The Fry and
The Leatherjackets
Nicola Corsbie
Suzanne Gray
Julian Mills
Richard Williams

514. The Good Barron
Georgina Barron
David Good
Drew Good
515. The HappyCrossers
Sarah Bridges
Tracy Clifford
Katherine Penrose
Leisha Scott
516. THE JONES BOYS
Cameron Jones
Christopher Jones
Liam Jones
Mike Jones
517. The Portly Gents
Josh Bahen
Peter Blackall
Nigel Bliss
Andy Greig
518. The Raft to Rotto
Lachy Andrew
Thomas England
Harry Howe
Julian Seabrooke
519. The Red Stripes
Bridgette Buller
Jeremy Carman
Adrian Clarke
Scott Gibbings

520. The Squids
Mark Dawson
Carla Ford
Jessica Ford
Nick Stewart
521. The Wave Rider’s
Isabel Bauer
Bridget Cranley
Eleanor Griffiths
Isabella Teasdale
522. Under Over
Kelly Aitken-Fox
Michael Johnson
Amy McDermott
Kara McDermott
523. Water Rats
Sofia Beckingham
Ella Dickie
Rosa Dickie
Euan McKay
524. What’s that Shadow
Tim Coote
Sharae Glendinning
Tom Hockley
Chris Yates
525. Woodies
Dean Cackett
Sean Murphy

KC Australia Teams of six
601. “Six Wrongs Don’t
Make A Right”
Craig Maggs
Nicholas Allan Muir
Steve Sammut
Alex Sheppard
Niall Wells
Roury Zitman
602. 7 on a boat
Daniel Bromley
Mike Haederle
Audrie Tang
M Tang
Ysabel Tang
Callum Twigger
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603. aubergine machines
Travis Falconer
Charles Huckerby
Chris Jurkans
Daniel Marshall
Luke Simson
Chris Thomas
604. Austral Fisheries
Chris Bingemann
Aaron Hood
Ben Mackinnon
Jeremy McKerracher
Phil Scott
605. baandee flatheads
Rex Luers
Corey Moylan
Oscar York

606. Bad Manners
Kylie Harrison
Alli Manners
Sharon Maxwell
607. Barfish
Malcolm Frost
Lauren Johnston
Allison Morton
Tony Warren
Tanya Hadlow
Dean Watts
608. Base Rhinos
Kevin Balloch
Adam Finlay
James Fuller
Greg Hoskins
Paul Marcos
Chadwick Poletti

609. Beatty Park Masters
Kow Yan Ham
Jon Hronsky
Olena Kopyl
Julie McLean
Jane Shilkin
Yeonhee Shin
610. Biccy Bombers
Bailey Anderson
Georgia Anderson
Gabriella Craig
Jessica Craig
Sophee Martin
Declan McGoldrick

KC Australia Teams of six
611. BlueHQ
Rumi Bennett
Hayley Bennett-Smith
Kayla Bennett-Smith
Toby Bennett-Smith
Tatiana Crichton
Hannah Fowler-Bennett

620. DeRucci Yonga
Swimming Team
Anran Duan
Qingchen Guo
Bowen Li
Ian Qiu
Zibo Tang
Mu Wen

612. Brighton Boys
Shane Cavanagh
Garry Hearn
Tony Jackson
Bruce Jones
Barry Plummer
Mark Selfe

621. Dingo and the Boys
Andrew Boxsell
Declan O’Brien
Luke O’Brien
Peter Rees
David Ricci

613. Brucey’s Slaves
Tamara Bruce
Hayden Ferguson
Daniel Jakimowiez
Troy Lathwell
Ella Scarvaci
Tiana Scarvaci

622. Disco Made Me Do It
Matt Anning
Brian Godfrey
Tim Millsteed
Anna Sudlow
Talia Teoh
Georgina Willis

614. Builders Crack
Zach Goss
Jonathon Langer
Simon Leahy
David Sierakowski
Mike Simpson
Tim Simpson

623. Doddi’s Dashers
Wayne Cable
Greg Cockram
Ross Doherty
Ken Isbister
Brett Johnston
Peter King

615. BUSH TEAM
Gabi Ash
Tom Burton
Josh Gregory
Joel Lawrance
Deke Markwell
Danny Miller

624. Doggie Paddlers
Michael Ebert
David Fleming
Patrick Prendiville
John Rock

616. Carine Legends
Molly Carruthers
Catherine Clark
Ruby Edward
Rose Mews
Jason Spiro
Rose Spiro
617. Cranky Crabs
Olivia Algar
Maddie Hoad
Olivia McManus
Sienna Motton
Amelia Thomas
618. Cute Cactus
Lucy Barr
Edward Cooney
Yotum Mishtler
Logan Tootell

625. Eat My Bubbles
Felicity Metcalfe
Conor Nolan
John Paoliello
Leo Paoliello
Elise Stallard
Marcus Taylor
626. Ex Presidents
Thomas Brennan
627. Fin and Tonics
John Cook
Claire Major
Michelle O’Brien
Alice Payne
Alison Rockett
Nicole Sharrin
628. Fish n Chicks
Joanna Camilleri
Mia Dal Molin
Sarah Dal Molin
Kate Haliczenko
Kylie Haliczenko
Stephanie Tory

629. FISKI FLYERS
Clancy Banfield
Gemma Banfield
Jarvis Banfield
Matilda Banfield
Tim Banfield
630. Fly 50
Grace Donnelly
James Donnelly
Greta Hull
Bobby Lehane
Liam Lehane
Stewart Liggins
631. Forced Swimmers
Marc Ducler
Ben Dunstan
Erin Dunstan
Adam Eley
Emma Jefferies
Rachel Teys
632. freo college
swimmer guns
Tom Ferguson
Prue Jewell
Christopher Tibbels
Rebecca Tibbels
Ash Wallace
Mollie Wallace
633. Gators
Natasha Augustin
Sarah Herford
Alex Kannegiesser-Bailey
Jamie Lambert
Nicola Lane
Ellen Richmond
634. Gero Connektions
Tonya Crudeli
Indi Quinlan
Terri Quinlan
Clare Sivwright
Di Todd
Natalia Weeks
635. Good idea at the time
Fiona Berti
Ryan Fynn
Robert Haagman
Melissa Murdoch
Shannan Sheldrick
Suzie Tonich
636. GoodFellas
Sam Connors
Darcy Costello
Fraser Penman
Lachlan Peters
Donnell Yokotsuka

637. H2hoes
Thais Aubault
Emma King
Saskia Warner
638. Horizon Physio
Sue Bridgwood
Sharon Fitzgerald
Ellie Frew
Greg Kerr
Christine Lowe
Alex Skinner
639. Hungry Hippos
Alyssa Bedford-Brown
William Coutts
Ari Fleming
Max Hann
Benjamin Howie
Lucy Murdoch
640. Hydro- Mor- Fins
Pearce Buckbee-Selleck
Tom Flett
Chris Gibson
Neil Hauser
Serge Kaplanian
Soo Lim
641. Katasha and the Kranks
Andrew Cole
Natasha Kendrew
Katherine Langdon
642. killham
Toby Hambling
Clint Harris
Tavis James
Daniel Killham
Adam Payne
Adam Pickup
643. Kojy Choppers
Michael Harcourt Smith
Sam Taylor
Liv Thorn
Kate Trezise
Tim Trezise
644. Ladies in Black
Sarina Bowyer
Hayley Dawkins
Patricia Dooey
Sheridan Lister
Di Twigg
Katerina Vichou
645. LAUGHING HYENAS
Helen Cahill
Alexis Denness
Cathy Isbister
Susan Johnston
Susan McDonald
Caitlin Shales
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KC Australia Teams of six
646. Lemon Wedges
Zara Torre
647. Limbs Aqua Goats
Nicole Ascott
Elizabeth Bellis
Harry Foley
Tom Muecke
648. Livebait
Shenae Baker
Sienna Cummins
Georgia Moroz
Leila Mullan
Brooklyn Read
Lara Waterstrom-Walker
649. Lunachicks
Natalie Fox
Emma Hannaford
Sarah Lodge
Cath Muir
Elizabeth Prendiville
Jen Sutherland
650. Mako Mermaids
Sasha Browne
Ava La Ferla
Indi McDonald
Phoebe McIntosh
Lily Taylor
651. Maurice’s mates
and padawans
Sean Webb
James Wilson
652. MCC Mermaids
Helen Astill
Julia Crozier
Kiersten Morkel
Naomi Patrick
Gillian Starling
Kerrie Youngs
653. MediWest
Adam Mullens
Cameron Murray
Vivian Oldfield
James Ryan
Peter Watson
Matt Wright
654. MetroCount
Green Team
Benjamin Braham
Simon Jon Challen
Mike Kenny
Adin Lang
Tristan Stringer
Louis Van Senden
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655. MFP
Michael Hansen
Tom Loh
Jeremy McManus
Chris Reynolds
Austin Trezise
Julian Trezise

663. ODS
Kerin Coubrough
Reilly Kennedy
Callum Lauriston
Nigel Lauriston
Nicholas Rollo
Jack Wilson

672. Ranger Drilling
Andrew Campbell
Ian Foulsham
Ryan Johnson
Joel Lawrance
Freda Naitini
Brett Stamp

656. Midland Mullets
Paddy Cowie
Edward Fysh
Simon Goddard
Nicola Hill
Ted Velzeboer

664. OLD SALTS
Matthew Burton
Garrick Ibbotson
Peter Mann
Shaun McManus
Jason Notrish
Lee Spurr

674. Salty Shenanigans
Fletcher Bock
Tony Cooke
Ben Garwood
Brendan O’Leary
Will Stanton
Maarten Terwal

665. Pact Construction
Luca Calligaro
Lewis Dowding
Travis Harvey
Tana Thomas
Jason Thomson

675. Sea Cucumbers
Rohain Cornelius
Tim Hills
Brendan Kavanagh
Aaron Rix
David Smilie
Stephen Tangney

657. Modern Men
Mark Arundell
Sacha Chiaramonte
Paul Day
Michael Japp
Robert Nash
658. Nacho Average Squad
Brianna Bakker
Rebecca Clarkson
Grant Deuchar
Mathijs Kreeft
Ryan Robertson
659. Non-progressive
motility
Matthew Cameron
Michael Cameron
Billy Howes
Dougal Young
Lachlan Young
660. Not another
What’s App group
Amanda Bertoli
Mark Bertoli
Dan Hodgson
George Hodgson
Sarah Hodgson
Greg O’Shannessy
661. Obscene Aubergine
Sam Colvin
Meg Cousins
Michael Fewster
Claire Hawkins
Kelsey Roberts
Daniel Rodgers
662. Octopussies
Rosie Ball
Francesca Castleden
Abby Colgan
Jess Freedman
Mila Gibson
Isabella Kaplanian

666. Perna - Mimaro
Robert Franco
Jono Grove
Daniel Perna
Michael Perna
Lachlan Vos
Michael Franco
667. Pink Panthers
Fiona Alexander
Harry Alexander
Mark Wallis
668. Plantaris
Poppy Evans
Baily Hughes
Jackson Murrie
Roman Okely
Mollie Rossen
Lelia Weyrich
669. Port to General Store
Amber Banfield
Bailey Banfield
Drew Banfield
Nathan Phillips
Ryder Phillips
Sascha Phillips
670. Pro Bono
Michael Aitken
Henry Cooke
Joanne Cruickshank
Maria Kailis
Patrick Lilburne
Richard Marsh
671. Purple Waves
for Epilepsy WA
David Buitendag
Kylie Hogg
Brendan Howson
Caroline Kowalski Cruden
Kristie Kunstmann

676. Serpents (6)
Danielle Allen
Jo Malcolm
Clint Morris
Jazmine Morris-McCall
Damian Smith
Brett Watkinson
677. Silly Salmons
Lauren McLean
Siân Munks
Suzanna Olsen
Ben Osborne
Stefan Prentice
Beatrice Tay
678. Silly Salmons 2.0
Jesse Barr
Thomas Dreverman
Ava Forrest
Gabrielle Gibbons
Jess Stackhouse
Jonah Whitby
679. Sink or Swim
Luiz De Figueiredo
Jason Fuller
Tim Neesham
John Scott
Peter Tresise
Paul Trettel
680. Six & Out
Cristina Angel
Andrew Dunn
Rebecca Foulkes-Taylor
Stuart Leaver
David Stapley
Marilee Tamasy

KC Australia Teams of six
681. Smells Like Teen Spirit
Jackson Craig
Ethan Higgs
Felix Hills
Bronte Pittaway
Peter Twomey
Holly Wilson

688. Swimming365
Sarah Cox
Jonica Grayling
Peter Michael
Richard Pethick
Thomas Picton-Warlow
Peter Robins

695. The Johnny Rockets
Julia Feutrill
Han Solo
David Webster
Angela Williams
Georgia Williams
Simon Williams

702. TR Bandits
John Beatton
Scott Chisholm
Anton Clarkson
Ben Fordyce
Bernie Johns
Valerie Prentice

682. SOUTH COTT PHYSIO
DREAM TEAM
Paul Blackbeard
Jaime Bowler
Gareth Evans
Ben Jones
Paul Laver
Josie Page

689. SWOLF PACK
Paul Clarke
Stephen Flanagan
Benjamin Grant
Kyle Martin
Ben McManus
Shane Thompson

696. The Matilda’s
Brendan Arundell
Richard Bevan
David Devenish
Mark Jones
Andrew Lane
Bernard Martin

703. Unbalishable
Ian Clarke
Zoe Davidson
Alisha Morgan
Jay Morgan
Jacqui Sydes
Anthony Watson

690. Team DD
Geoff Bryndzej
Tania De Abreu
John Rear
Claude Sapienza
Matthew Sapienza
Thomas Sapienza

697. The rule breakers
Lauren Brown
Katrina Campbell-Sloan
Claire Martin
Therese Muirhead
Zoe Nation
Therese Stralow

704. way to go rotto
Callum Johnson
Ethan Jones
Lucy Knight
Tess Morris
Meekah Ongarezos
Lucy Turner

691. Team GMC
Chris Anderson
Noel Anderson
Jason Houghton
Suzzanne Laidlaw
Katherine Murphy
Janine Sheen

698. The sinkers
Max Eldon
Callum Leggett
Emerson McNeilly
Albie Stevens
Tom Wittenoom

705. West Coast Owls
Trent Carroll
Phil Matera
Ash McIntosh
Nicholas Stone
Peter Wilson
John Worsfold

683. Stingers
Caroline Bryndzej
Nicolas Charnley
Shane Davies
Kirsty Harding
Kate Mattes
Bronwin Vowles
684. Stingrays
Marlene Anderson
Tanya Andrews
Dianne Bowman
Susan Gaudet
Kelly Lister
Loretta Wesley
685. Subiaco Sports Massage
Steam Team
Tommaso D’Orsogna
Bobby Jovanovich
Adam Lucas
Jim Piper
Matthew Pupazzoni
Eamon Sullivan
686. Superfins
Dylan Broadway
James Burt
Dylan Coop
Michael Nguyen
Mark Paull
Kim-Heula Smith
687. SWiM 2021
Kari Barnard
Rory Campbell
Jane Humphries
Ray Kuka
Brent Stewart
Kelly Townson

692. Team Tori
Victoria Dolan
Mikaela Dunn
William Kirby
Briohny M
David Paganin
Luca Paganin
693. TELETHON KIDS
CHALLENGE TEAM
Tiffany Bradshaw
Nicholas Buckley
Emma Fuller
Peter Gething
Mitch Hartman
Adele Leahy
694. The Crews Turn
Kim Allen
Peta Allen
Roger Gibson
Brad Gill
Jason Smith
Robert Vollprecht

699. The Sinking Siblings
Claire Knight
Dominic Knight
Chessy Kohlen
Will Kohlen
Ellie Weber
Sam Weber

706. Wheatbelt Water Sports
Alexander Boyle
Richard Devlin
Emma The Eel Draper
Georgia Falconer
Claire Springbett

700. The Sirens
Nola Gaebler
Debbie George
Peta Lemmes
Sarah Munachen
Cate Worsley

707. why knots
Rick Alves-Vieira
David Clements
Ryan De Mol
Steve De Mol
Jarrad Graveson

701. The Smudgie Bugglers
Robert Bates-Smith
Toby Cocks
Lachlan Hay-Hendry
Lauchlan MacKinnon
Cameron McIntosh
Nick Unmack

713. Bike Boys Rule
Ben Metcalfe
Henry Rowbottam
Matt Dwyer
Oliver Harrington
Rieley Stewart
Tom Driscoll

Kids Swim for Telethon
801. Owen Chaloner

803. Archie Edwards

805. Amelia Penny

807. Teddy Scott

802. Bronte Edwards

804. Ollie Haliczenko

806. Claudia Penny

808. Lila Brackstone
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PAST SOLOISTS AND RACE RECORDS
PAST 25km ULTRA-MARATHON SOLO SWIMMERS
#Crossing

#In order Name

Time

Year

#Crossing

#In order Name

Time

Year

1

Bradley SMITH

5:34:33

2016

26

Brianna THOMPSON

7:04:32

2019

2

Rebekah WELLER

6:08:57

2016

27

Dean KERNS

7:12:25

2019

3

Naomi WATTERS

6:18:07

2016

28

Jon MCARDELL

7:23:14

2019

4

Jon HARRISON

7:00:54

2016

29

Adam O'BYRNE

7:25:31

2019

5

Damon BROWN

7:10:35

2016

30

Marcus DONATO

7:35:08

2019

6

Samuel SMOOTHY

7:15:20

2016

31

Cyrus MILNE

7:36:38

2019

7

Rob HERKES

7:32:31

2016

32

Ross ROBERTSON

7:37:21

2019

8

Michael BERRY

8:20:24

2016

33

Wayne MORRIS

7:42:53

2019

9

Martin SMOOTHY

8:30:26

2016

34

Jonathon COURTIS

7:47:05

2019

10

Esther SMOOTHY

9:36:56

2016

35

Ben ENRIGHT

7:51:56

2019

11

Jarrod POORT

5:34:47

2017

Damon BROWN

7:56:07

2019

Bradley SMITH

5:41:54

2017

36

Julian MILLS

8:07:26

2019

12

Paul BLACKBEARD

6:05:29

2017

37

Richard WILLIAMS

8:07:27

2019

13

Ned WIELAND

6:55:06

2017

38

Anna STRACHAN

8:10:12

2019

2

Damon BROWN

7:31:57

2017

39

Renee WALLER

8:10:20

2019

2

Samuel SMOOTHY

7:33:08

2017

40

Phillip CHAPPELL

8:11:16

2019

2

Rob HERKES

7:51:53

2017

Rob HERKES

8:24:44

2019

14

Rachael ELKAIM

8:01:42

2017

41

Georgia HALL

8:33:36

2019

15

Peter KLAUZ

8:04:01

2017

42

John SHEELY

8:34:05

2019

16

Rebecca YIP

8:14:05

2017

43

Rachael HANISCH

8:38:55

2019

Michael BERRY

8:14:37

2017

44

Ben HUMPHREYS

8:50:57

2019

Matt GREENWOOD

8:33:20

2017

45

Dave COOLEY

9:06:14

2019

Martin SMOOTHY

8:40:42

2017

46

Steve LEDGER

9:15:09

2019

19

Peter SCHULTZ

8:41:16

2017

47

Lynette HEWITT

9:21:50

2019

20

Victor PINEIRO

9:37:20

2017

48

Rebecca YIP

9:41:50

2019

21

Mark ROBSON

9:38:45

2017

49

Georgia ONGAREZOS

9:53:25

2019

Luke SMOOTHY

9:41:56

2017

50

Brendan ROWLAND

9:56:48

2019

Lynton MORTENSEN

9:46:19

2017

51

Jacqueline BROMELL

10:00:11

2019

10:18:04

2019

2

2
18
2

2
22

3

3

2

Fynn EVANS-

23

Cameron NOBLE

9:46:23

2017

52

24

Serena WELLS

10:27:30

2017

53

Luke RICHARDS

10:21:44

2019

25

Bob TARR

6:29:28

2019

54

Tomasz DOBRZANSKI

10:52:19

2019

Time

Year

Time

Year

4:57:51

2016

7

Michael PRENDIVILLE

5:53:55

2016

5:15:51

2016

8

James JULIAN

5:58:09

2016

OCHARERN

Past 19.75km SOLO SWIMMERS
#Crossing

#In order Name
1
2
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Sian WILLIAMS
Kieren Jon
LAWRENSON

#Crossing

#In order Name

3

Lucy GIBSON

5:35:33

2016

9

John EDWARDS

6:02:08

2016

4

Stephen JUNK

5:37:33

2016

10

Stephen O'KEEFE

6:02:55

2016

5

Mark MURPHY

5:45:17

2016

11

6:03:58

2016

6

Mark PRENDIVILLE

5:53:55

2016

12

6:07:59

2016

Russell LYNTONBROWN
Shane MCGURK

#Crossing

#In order Name

Time

Year

#Crossing

#In order Name

Time

Year

13

Jonathan TIMMS

6:12:31

2016

49

Kaitlyn BURMEISTER

8:48:55

2017

14

Rowena BURCH

6:19:03

2016

50

Ian FOULSHAM

9:00:47

2017

15

Jon TURNER

6:19:17

2016

51

Simon GILDERS

9:23:26

2017

16

Alana DENNIS

6:27:46

2016

52

Leigh NEWMAN

9:24:17

2017

17

Andrew MITCHELL

6:32:11

2016

53

Brendan MAHER

10:18:54

2017

18

Patrick PRENDIVILLE

6:34:14

2016

54

Tim GARRETT

10:18:54

2017

19

Rochelle HAYNES

6:35:10

2016

55

Ben JIMMIESON

4:59:59

2019

20

Andrew PAGE

7:04:39

2016

56

Aaron MAXWELL

5:14:35

2019

21

Miecha BRADSHAW

7:34:11

2016

57

Sofie FRICHOT

5:17:39

2019

22

Hannah Mae BROWN

7:48:01

2016

58

Carl BARRETT

5:32:42

2019

23

Di TWIGG

10:10:59

2016

59

John MUIR

5:46:53

2019

5:21:26

2017

60

Simon HAZELDINE

5:51:32

2019

Kieren Jon

2

LAWRENSON
24

Leon MUSCA

5:28:33

2017

61

Russell GREEN

6:03:53

2019

25

Jonathon COURTIS

5:51:37

2017

62

Tim SCOTT

6:05:07

2019

27

Alyssa GEORGE

5:51:53

2017

63

Kate BALDWIN

6:05:21

2019

26

Trent WOOLLEY

5:57:12

2017

64

James BAKER

6:09:53

2019

27

Anja MESSMER

6:11:43

2017

65

Robert VOLLPRECHT

6:12:58

2019

28

Aaron ELLIS-KERR

6:20:22

2017

66

Leith WESTON

6:17:29

2019

29

Gemma EKIN

6:28:47

2017

67

Edward LITTON

6:24:57

2019

30

James BAKER

6:36:57

2017

68

David KYLE

6:28:54

2019

Mark PRENDIVILLE

6:44:33

2017

69

David MCMANUS

6:34:18

2019

31

Lynette HEWITT

6:50:35

2017

70

Joe WATKINS

6:50:50

2019

32

Michael LEITH

6:53:29

2017

71

Luke RANSON

6:50:50

2019

33

Jessica NICHOLS

6:58:32

2017

72

Matt PRIDE

6:55:34

2019

34

Susan JOHNSTON

7:01:06

2017

73

Nichola JONES

7:02:13

2019

35

Sophie PUGSLEY

7:01:16

2017

74

Simon ERICKSON

7:02:22

2019

7:08:50

2017

75

Gavan CRUISE

7:02:22

2019

Grant JULIAN

7:18:07

2017

76

Chris WATSON

7:12:31

2019

James JULIAN

7:18:07

2017

77

Stuart DONNACHIE

7:18:46

2019

38

Brendon FRY

7:20:13

2017

78

Scott KENISTON

7:18:47

2019

39

Hayley MCINNES

7:20:36

2017

79

Guy BOYCE

7:24:23

2019

40

Brian PERRIAM

7:21:48

2017

80

Jareth EKIN

7:29:30

2019

41

Corinne ZADOW

7:24:05

2017

Claire PARSONS

7:37:55

2019

Andrew PAGE

7:44:27

2017

81

Kathryn BATCHELOR

8:10:41

2019

42

Lorraine DRISCOLL

7:50:28

2017

82

Cameron SKERMAN

8:12:01

2019

43

Louise AINSWORTH

7:57:02

2017

83

Sheridan LISTER

8:18:27

2019

44

Felicitas SCHWARZ

7:58:27

2017

Felicitas SCHWARZ

8:18:29

2019

45

Ben HUMPHREYS

8:03:13

2017

85

Bett CRAIG

8:25:07

2019

46

Lucy HENRY

8:31:50

2017

86

Anna BARTLETT

8:26:35

2019

47

Andrew STEVENS

8:33:10

2017

87

Julie COVICH

9:10:14

2019

48

Steve PAYNE

8:48:07

2017

2

36
37
2

2

Tammy
NORREGAARD

WETSUIT

2
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DUO RECORDS

Mixed
Byron Kimber and
Rebekah Weller
(2019)

Time
4:11:55.8

Male
Williams Rollo and
Byron Kimber
(2017)

Time
4.12.39.3

Female

Time

Heather Snowdon and
Kira Flanagan
(2016)

4:59:07.5

TEAMS OF FOUR RECORDS

Mixed
Rhys Mainstone,
Jaime Bowler,
Kane Radford,
Jessica Pengelly
(2017)

Time

4.19.12.8

Male
Ian Gordon,
Brad Hardingham,
Gary Claydon,
Rohan Hollick
(2016)

Time

4:34:37.0

Female
Chelsea Begley,
Emma Johnston,
Jaye Reynolds,
Sally Flavel
(2016)

Time

5:16:14.3

TEAMS OF SIX RECORDS
Swim for Proudie

Mixed
Gareth Evans,
Josie Page,
Ben Jones,
Arna Couper,
Andrew Donaldson,
Sacha Downing
(2019)

Time

04:03:22.4

Male
Eamon Sullivan,
Adam Lucas,
Bobby Jovanovich,
Jim Piper,
Travis Nederpelt,
Mark Riley
(2017)

Time

4:01:33.6

Female
Kirsty Brackstone,
Anna Eisenhauer,
Brigid Tait,
Lesley Emery,
Nicola Corsbie,
Patricia Burton
(2016)

Time

4:55:49.7
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Blue HQ Officials, TAMS Group Tugboat crew, Sarah Gladman,
Lynne Duncan, Rob Goyen, Andrea Williams, Murray Glaskin,
Terri Baker, Greg Bourne, Andrew Duncan, Christian Owen,
James Clothier, David Kyle, Jen Schirmer, Melissa Bailey,
Michael West, Jennifer Grieve, Bevan Van der Leest,
Jim McLarty, Russel Fowler, Maggie Read, David Hobbs,
Genevieve Montgomerie, Andrew Hunt, Olivia Rock,
and Nick Gulin.
Thank you too to our tireless volunteers who help in the weeks
leading up to the event, then on the day from start to finish.
We’d also like to thank our key stakeholders:
1.
2.
3.
4.
		
5.
		
6.
		
7.
8.
9.
10.

Department of Transport Marine - Safety Section
Fremantle Ports
Rottnest Island Authority
Fremantle Sea Rescue – in charge of rescue
and on-water safety
Fremantle Surf Lifesaving Club – manages water safety
at the start line to 1500 metres.
Floreat Surf Life Saving Club - manages finish line
water safety
WA Water Police
Rottnest Island Rangers
Rottnest Island Nursing Post
St John Ambulance

Thank you to Margaret River’s Arlewood Estate for donating
this beautiful 2017 Villaggio Red as a souvenir trophy for our
25km and 19.7km solo swimmers. This wine style is inspired
by the table wines of Northern Italy, where Arlewood’s family
winemaking began. It’s the sort of wine you splash around with
friends on Friday nights. Visit https://www.arlewood.com.au/
to try the rest of their range.

THANK-YOU!

We are so grateful for the support we’ve received from
the following people whose help and guidance makes the
Port to Pub a fantastic event.
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